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ALBUCtUE RQ,UE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

ALHUQUKHQUE,

11)

ENVOY WITTE REACHES HOME

NEW .MEXICO,

HUGHES-H-

THUKSDA YEVKNIXG,

HAS FRENZIED

E

S KPT EM HER 28,

11)05,

SOME AFFAIRS OCCURRING IN

IN-

AND IS RECEIVED WITH CHEERS
Delivered In

Address of Welcome Is

Which

Praised His Modesty and

MAKES REPLY AND DENIES MERIT

IN

HIMSELF

lie Only Followed Strictly the Czars Instructions, the World
tfas Tired of the Bloody War,
and Besides
HAD

SYMPATHY

OF

ALL

AMERICANS

St. Petersburg, Sept. 28. M. Witte,
senior Russian peace plenipotentiary,
returned to St. Petersburg this morning. The enthusiastic weicoine which
was accorded him by waiting crowds
fully demonstrated the great popularity of the statesman, and the public
appreciation of the services ho rendered his country at Portsmouth.
Cheer followed cheer as he alighted
from the train, and when he replied
in an intensely 'patriotic st rain to the
address of welcome, the popular enthusiasm found fud vent.
The address of welcome is as follows:
"You have accomplished your difficult task and the nation Is grateful
to you. You have given credit for
vour success to Emperor Nicholas,
President Roosevelt, Emperor William of Oermany and to the press. You
have forgotten only yourself. We,
however, fully appreciate your services to your country. The tree you
planted at the old Washington homestead. Mount Vernon, will serve as a
token between the two nations. You

WRONG

AND

PRESIDENT

have done much, for ourselves and
for those who are absent we will once
more shout a hearty hurrah." In his
response, M. Witte said:
"I have performed my duty well
because I have strictly obeyed his majesty's Instructions, because circumstances
favored me, because the
world is weary of this bloody war,
because all classes of American society from President Roosevelt down
were in sympathy with my cause and
yours, because I was true to my country and to her and your Interests.'.'
ARMISTICE FAILED OF
AGREEMENT IN KOREA
Seoul, Sept. 28. Colonel Oba and
General Cossanaffskl, the Japanese
and Russian representatives in North
Korea, met Monday and again discussed the terms of the proposed armistice.
The Russians would not
agree to the Japanese proposals and
the armistice
has been postponed,
awaiting Instructions
from General
Llnevltch.

CASNA'S ASSASSIN

DOING

Peace Made Between Tartars and
A

Success.

CHARACTER SKETCH

OF THE

Nearly Half Million in
curities are Stolen in
Wall Street.
BANK

ROBBED,

A CHILD

Arrest in the Gallup Murder Case up to Four
O'clock This Afternoon.

No

Se-

STOLEN

MRS.

''

New York, Sept. 28. A theft of securities amounting to $350,000 is announced today in Wall street. The
securities were stolen from a Wall
street office yesterday, but the name
of the firm or persons suffering the
loss was not made public. The transfer of the securities has been stopped.
VAULT WRECKED BY BURGLARS AND MONEY TAKEN

Cairo, 111., Sept. 28. Burglars early
today entered the private bank of C.
B. Burnett 4c Sons, El Dorado, Llinois,
wrecked the vault and carried off between $8,000 and $10,000 in currency
and gold. Many shots were exchanged between the burglars and the citizens, but owing to the dnikness none
took effect.
PAYMENT FOR STOLEN

BOY DEMANDED OF FATHER
New York, Sept. 28. Antonio
the six year old son of Frank
Mareaneina, a Brooklyn contractor,
has been missing since last Sunday,
and his fattier believes he has been
ransom
kidnaped in order to
by "blacknif II methods." The father
has received lett'Vs offering to return
the boy on payment of $500. The
threat is mado to return him in a box
if the ransom shell not be paid.
Mar-eanein-

e

STRIKE OF UNION JOB
PRINTERS IN BUFFALO
Buffalo, Sept. 2S. Two hundred union job compositors si ruck here today for an eight hour day.

CASNA'S

CONDITION

Special to The Citizen.
Gallup, N. M., Sept, 28. The talk of
this town is the apparent
and
assassination of Andrew
the cowardly shooting of Mrs. (asna,
which may yet result In her death.
The coroner's jury, at the inquest
held this morning, rendered a verdict
that the deceased came to his death
from a gunshot wound inflicted by a
party or parties unknown.
This afternoon the condition of Mrs.
Casna is considered
serious, and,
while her attending physicians are doing all they can for her. it is feared
that the wound may end in death.
Sheriff Coddington is making some
strenuous investigations, and when ap
your correspondent,
by
proached
said:
"1 will probably have something for
you tomorrow."
It is now learned that Mrs. Casna,
after her husband had staggered bacK
into the house and expired, and 6he
had also been shot, fled with her chll
dren to the cellar and remained there
during the night. The next (Wlednes
day) morning she sent her
son into town to inform the officers,
and half an hour later Sheriff Codding
ton, with a posse of deputies and sev
eral Navajo Indian trailers, were on
the ground.
The murderer or murderers had se
cured twelve hours the start, and up
to 4 o'clock this afternoon no arrests
had been made.
The people here are much divided
in opinion as to the cause of the
der, the majority of them favoring the
iheory that robbery was the principal
leaauu, wuiiu a lew ueiieu mat tasna
was shot and killed out of revenge,
but cunuot give any good reason as
to wiiat caused the desire tor revenge.
Sheriff Coddington is working on
the ca-slike a veteran, and it is iu- timated that he has clues which will
bad to the arrest of the right party.

Fiftieth Annual Exhibition.
Palmyra, N. Y., Sept. 28. The fiftieth annual exhibition under the auspices of the Palmyra Union Agricultural society, was opened here today.
Tiiis being tV golden anniversary of
the first exhibition, special efforts
have been made to make the exhibition more attractive and interesting
than usual. The list of premiums ami
prizes has been materially increased
St. Louis Wool.
and the number of entries is larger
St. Iuis, Mo., Sept. 28. Wool
than ever before in the histoiy of the
ket steady; unchanged.
orguuizat ion.
o

t 'my

HUBBELL MUST VACATE
BY TOMORROW MORNING
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo Says He Will Take Possession
of Office in Court House and County

Jail at

10

This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock Per-- ,
fecto Armijo, the newly apioitued
the riff of Bernalillo county, called ouj
Thomas S. Hubbell at tho courthouse'
and toived notice on him that he
would give him until 10 o'clock to-- j
morrow morning to turn over the records, otliee, etc., of the sheriff in the
court house, and the keys to the county
jail.
Sheriff Armijo intended to take possession today, but Mr. Hubbell
him to wait until the return
of .Mr. t'hililcrs, his chief counsel.)
wlu is expected to airi.e tomorrow

morning on the train from the soutu.
Mr. Hubbell desires the advice of his
attorney before making any move.
Sheriff Armijo says that he must
have posi ,si,,ii of the Jail an records in the sheriff's oillce in order to
properly perform the duties of his office, it Is his intention to give the
ousted official until tomorrow morning
to vacate, and if he does not do by 10
o'clock, the new sheriff will take possession, anyway.
It is not thought that any violence
will occur, hut that .Mr. Hiibbell will
abide by the court's decision in his
case.
I

ts0$k

Re-

ACCORD SIGNED OVER MOROCCO

N

I

GENERAL STOSSEL

IS

PARALYZED

Baku, Caucasia, Sept. 28. With the
formal ratification of peace between
the Tartars and Armenians here, the
order confining Inhabitants of the
town to their houses after eight in
the evening has been revoked, and
street traffic and the ordinary course
of life are being resumed.
The Tartars and Armenians are
celebrating Jhelr reconciliation.
Of 3,112 derricks In the oil field,
1,966 were burned during the disturbances.
In anticipation that the government
will grant reforms guaranteeing safety, life and property In future, the oil
men are placing large orders for machinery and material.

BUT

RECOVER.

MAY

AJeilo, called Pletra Folandla, split la
two yesterday, owing to shocks of an
earthquake and threatens to fall sod
bury the town. All the inhabitants
have fled.
There
f.s a terrible cyclone
t
Spapanis, province of Caserts. All
uprooted,
were
the trees
houses werst
damaged, and several persons were
killed.

THIRTY JAPS MURDERED
AND TEN MAKE ESCAPE
Sept. 28. Thirty
San Francisco,
Japanese fishermen were murdered
by natives at the settlement of Uplka,
on the KaniBhatka peninsula, and s
similar fate would have been visited
on ten other men, if they had not
FRANCE AND GERMANY AGREE
managed to escape o the American,
ON MOROCCAN
CONFERENCE
fishing vessel, S.'N. Castle, which
Paris, Sept. 28. Premier Kouvier cod
was lying at anchor close to the setand Prince Von Radolin. the German tlement.
ambassador, at noon today signed the
Franco-Germaaccord concerning the GEN. STOESSEL STRICKEN
Moroccan conference, thus indefiniteWITH PARALYSIS OF SIDE
ly terminating
the difficult negotiaMoscow, Sept. 28. General Stoes-se- l,
tions. The ollicial details of the acwho commanded the Russian forcord will be given out later.
ces it iVit Arthur. ii suffering from
ITALIAN MOUNTAIN SPLIT
a stroke of paralysis wlrch affects his
IN TWO BY EARTHQUAKE entire left side. Ills recovery is hopRome, Sept. 28. A mountain near ed for.
n

V'
V

0

of fhe nervous man. They have never
seen such a cool lawyer in Now York.
There are great bundles of big balance sheets covered with figure that
look like an inextricable mass to the
committee and probably to many experts in the crowd. Hughes shoots a
glance at the pile, picks one 6neet as
the musician llerrman used to pick a
card from a deck of playing cards. He
seems never to be looking for anything. He goes at it intuitively. He
knows.

CHARLES EVANS HUGHES.
He never hesitates. He never says
the wrong word. He persists always.
He always comes out on top. He has
filled Wall street with the strangest
panic In all Its history. It may not
be seen in the dally stock quotations.
but It is seen In the faces of the big
financiers every day. They have never
met an enemy like Hughes.
His father was David C. Hughes, a
clergyman, and young Hughes for he
is young was horn in Glens Falls, N.
Y.,
from
in 1802. He graduated
Brown university In 1881, taught law
Columbia,
In
and
Cornell and
students
has quietly practiced law In New York
for the past thirteen years.

RAILROAD

BRANCH OF YOUNG

MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
Meets in International

Biennial

Conference-Attend- ed

Largely From at Home and Abroad.
Members and Railway.. Officials.

SHIP BLOWN UP
IN SUEZ CANAL

STILL GOES VERY GAILY ON

Detroit, Mich., Sept. 28. Nearly On Saturday evening a banquet wfH
2,000 members of the association, with be given to which the railway offiofficials from all parts of the cials and other guests will be invited.
railroad

Vice-Preside- nt

Perkins Does Not Want to Produce
Books of Morgan & Co. but Attorney
Hughes Requires Them.

New York, Sept. 28. George W.
Perkins, vice president of the New
York Life Insurance company, and a
member of the firm of J. P. Morgan &
Co., created a stir before the legislative investigating
committee today,
when he obejeted to the use of certain books of the J. P. Morgan company to explain Bome of that firm's
dealings with the New York Life company. He said that he would furnish
copies of entries referring to the
transactions In question, but that he
preferred not to bring the books into
court. Mr. Hughes, counsel to the
committee, for the first time during
the investigation, showed sighs of
anger, and said, loudly: "I shall have
to require these books to be

longed to the Equitable Ufe Assur
ance society. Wlnthrop also said that
a careful search so far had failed to
disclose checks for 123,919, $21,900 and
172,795, profits In the various syndicate deals, which had been recorded
in the books of the Equitable society
but expert accountants are still search
ing for a record of these checks.
Winthrop has not yet found author
ization for the division of participation
in the Chicago. Burlington & Qulncy
syndicate, among the officials of the
Equitable society, which was under in
quiry yesterday.

CELEBRATING

GREAVES AND WINTHROP
FOLLOW YESTERDAY'S LINE.
New York, Sept. 28. Perry Greaves,
a clerk in the employ of the Equitable

Life Assurance society, gave details
before the legislative committee today of the payment of checks to Geo.
11. Squire
on a trustee account.
Squire formoily was a member of the
Equitable finance committee, and at
one time was connected with tho Mercantile Trust company, which shared
in the syndicate operation.
Harry Rogers Winthrop, financial
Ho said that the Squire
trustee account loan is carried as a
loan for the Equitable Trust company,
tn the name of M. L. liailey, trustee.
Winthrop said that the Equitable
Trust company holds the Equitable
Life Assurance society responsible for
the loan and that the account will bo
taken up In the name of the Equitable Life Assurance society. The total
sum borrowed on account of the navigation syndicate was $25,000, and on
this $7,ruu has been paid.
Winthrop, in answer to a question
bv Counsel Hughes, said that in his
opinion all money Involved in the
transaction was money that really be- -

It Was Afire and Was Sunk country, are assembled here to attend

to Prevent
plosion.
IP

BLOWN

SILVtR
ANNIVERSARY

"All right," replied Perkins.
Rochester, N. Y, Sept. 28. To eel
anniversary of
ebrate the twenty-fiftthe establishment of tho Woman's
Auxiliary iu the Episcopal diocese of
western New iork several hundred
Episcopal women from that district
met tiiis morning at St. Luke's
church. At the same time the regular
annual meeting of the auxiliary will
be held.
Mrs. Philip Nichols, of Geneva, tho
president of tho organization, occupied the chair at the ojiening session
this morning and delivered her annual address.
Several other addresses were deliv- ered by Mrs. Thomas It Harry. Mrs.
diaries rotter, .Mrs. an u utjun.
Mrs. Allan Holloway and others.
liishop Walker was present and wl'd
remain here several days to deliver
an address before the meeting. Tomorrow evening there will bo a recep- li(m and banquet
Open Golf Tournament.
New York, Sept. 28. The annual

Ex-

TO GET OUT OF WAY

Port Said, Sept. 28. The wreck of
the steamer Chatham, which was
sunk to prevent the explosion of a
large quantity of dynamite, which
formed a part of the cargo, while the
ship was menaced by f.ames, was
blown up this morning In order to re-ove the obstruction from the canal.
The explosion was tremendous. The
enorm.Mis displacement of water was
visible five miles away from the
scene of explosion. The engineers
are Investigating the damage done to
the canal Ixjttom.
Ninety tons of dynamite and blasting gelatine were blown up by mines
distributed around and Inside the hu.l
of the Chatham. These were fired by
an electric current. No serious damage was done to the canal. The authorities anticipate that the passage
will be cleared In four days.
n

Temperance Women's Annual.
Scranton, Pa., Sept. 28 The workers of the W. C. T. U. In this district
are celebrating the anniversary of the
birth of Frances Willard today, by
holding their annual convention at
the Elm Park Methodist church. Dr.
Martha M. DeGraw called the convention to order and delivered her an
nual address. Other addresses were
delivered by Miss Frances Kaub, Mrs.!
C. A. Yon Wormer, the ltev. George
Peck, Miss Claia Creesy, Mrs. Win.
sirs,
Swallow, Mrs. P. J.
H. W. Palmer of Wilkesbarre; Mrs.
J. K. Barney, a,nd others.
Tart-Tuttl-

CONFEDERATE VETERANS
the biennial session, or conference of
the Kallroad branch of the Young
WILL ORGANIZE
Men's Christian association. It is by
Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 28. Several
for the most important conference of
ths
that association ever held, and great hundred delegates representing
numerous camps and bivouacs of thm
results are expected from it.
veterans In this state,
Confederate
The organization Is of an Interna- are here to attend the convention
tional character and, delegates from which opened here this morning, for
railroads in Russia, Germany, Eng- the puriiose of effecting a state orof the Confederate veterland, France, Italy, Japan and other ganization
ans of Tennessee. Heretofore, the
Many
attendance.
In
are
countries
Confederate veterans of this state had
foreign governments have taken great lln atatft nrErnnivn.tff-innH vara vint
Y,
M.
C
of
the
interest In the work
rlirttanti1 In tYiti nrDanlTQtl,in .F tha
,
willing-expressed
their
A., and have
veterans. The
Confederate
ness to facilitate the. work of organ-- . 1)Un tQ form gu(.n a glate organzatioa
way.
every
possible
1he waa gUKKeSted lu
ization in
and Blnce thea
same mayJin Bald of the manage-- Ulo Vaiious campsArl
and mvouacs have
railroads,
ments of the American
unanimously expressed themselves la
which not only countenance the eHorts., ,avor of f()rmng a Htate organization,
mem-give
its
of the association, but
Tnu N u Forrest Camp No. 4. of
beis strong support iu their work. Soi Nashvllle, took the initiative and sent
between ollt a ca1 for tne ljregent convention,
intimate are the relations
the managements of the railroads and Tna delegates are highly enthusiastic Y. M. C. A., that it Is believed j tlc and tho organization will be per-th- e
latter organization is destined toifeL.tecl uef0,re the convention adjourns.
play an important part in the hnal
arrangement of the relations between nnfiHIBITIftlVlK'TC
labor and capital, at least in this I T KUIIIDI I Will J I 3
branch of Industry.
VTIIHV TAfTlfC
1 rtt I
JlUUI
The conference was opened this
wel-morning and tho delegates were
'
coined on behalf of the city by Mayor j
,OI,K uoach, Cal., Sept 28. Sever-Cod- d.
Responses were made by sev- - a hundred Prohibition workers from
cral prominent delegates from the au ,,arts of ,he united States met
United States and foreign couutrles. n(re this ni0rning for a several days
In the afternoon the delegates, rail- - conference, which has been arranged
road officials and distinguished visit- - for the purpose of holding a confer- ors will make a trip to the Flats, as ,.ce concerning working methods and
the guests of the reception commit- - other subjects with a direct bearing
tee.
upon the success of the Prohibition
During the four days of the confer- - movement. The program is unusual'-encmany of the delegates will ad- - interesting and includes many vital
dress noon day 6hop meetings, point- - questions, like the Venango plan of
ing out to the shop men ..ie good work work ; how to advertise public meet-C- .
that is done by the Y. M. C. A. On nKS; now t() ,)o personal work; rela-suimay every puipit in Detroit win ne tions between local, state and natlon- occupied by ueiegates to tne comer- - al organizations;
methods or booK- ence, olllcials and railway employes, keeping for temperance committees;
met nous or raising minis; tne fron-bitio- n
Alliance; how to handle public
speakers, etc.
On Friday there Is to be a symposium on literature, prohibition paper
There will also b
and
evening meetings which will be adCITY
dressed by prominent speakers.
1

ltJ

j

PANAMA CANAL COMMISSION

SAIL FOR

OF COLON

open golf tournament under the auspices of the Nassau Country club, began this morning on the links of the
New York Money Market.
club. The number of entries is large
N'ew York. Sep. 2S. Money on rail,
New York. Sept 28. The members Piesldent Roosevelt, will hold their
and Includes some of the crack play- era of this state.
of th Panama ranal commission, no - ' 'I'lai'i e- iy meeting in the oflices of the firm and higher, 4 'a a per cent; prim
..
,
per cent,
. .. Governor of the canal zone in the first mercantile paper,
, .
coiiipauieu ny. mo meiuueia oi lira wei 1: of October.
liar silver, 61 c.
engineers,
consulting
which
of
board
1
held their session In Washington,
LAND
on
today
the
for
Panama
sailed
steamer Havana of the Panama Railroad Steamship line. Many of their
AGAIN
friends were at tho dock to speed
t hem on their
w ay.
LEAVE
According to the present arrangePoitlanil, Ore., Sept. 28. After be - ' locators to fraudulently file on gov- ments the steamer will be tied up at
providing them the wraf at Colon, and the membeis
Host, in, Mass., Sept. 28. Local mem- tcrs. it has been suggested to
ing out les than six hours, the third eminent land, and
money to do so, under an agree- will retain their quarters on board bers of the Daurhters of the Ameri- a fund among the sciiool childrenraise
with
of
testimony
of
jury, which heard the
ment that these persons would con- while they are making their investi- can Revolution, Daughters of 1SH and lirooklyn, N. Y., to purchase the old
the government against Congressman vey their title to Williamson and Gess-ne-r gations.
other patriotic organizations aro de- sbiji and bring it to ll.ooklyu, with a
an Gess- A special train of the Panama rail termined to oppose every attempt to' view of preserving it there as a nawhen patents shouid be secured
John H. Williamson, Dr.
Judge
a.
A.
government.
placed
ner, Williamson's partner in the live from the
road will be
at the disposal ofl remove the old frigate Constitution.! tional relic. This plan Is bitterly opstock business, and Marion it. liriggs, Itciinett, attornev for the defendants the engineers and anv part of the line from the' CharlestoAii navy yard. Theyi posed by the patriotic women of this
Judge
one
attorney, and
Hunt of the canal, Including the city of ay mat it would not only bo out of. ity and a meeting has been called
time I'nited States moved for a new trial.
..... i.
.! ,....
,M 11'
t... , I. it... . ....t," .. ...
l....
commissioner at Prim ville, Ore., late put over the hearing of the moduli. t1 ,, .1ueicH)
wiau Hum,
consider uie matter and decide on
la.-- t
night found tiie thiee defendants Counsel for the di leu.ie stated that the pleasure of the hoai.
was built, but that It would fall tolsonu. inetho.i of tr....n.i.,
i it
.t,
d
earn,
to tne Unitguilty of having entered Into a con- the case would be
any attempt be made to ate, without removing it from its
The Isthmian canal commission.' pieces
complying with the instructions
ot remove the old ship to any new quar - present quarters.
spiracy to suburu perjury by iuducing ed Stales circuit court ot appeals.
-
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OREGON

O'clock.

r

LIFE INSURANCE PROBING

recalled.

mar-

to

Mountain in Italy Splits and Parts Threaten Adjacent
Town-Thi- rty
Japs Murdered on Peninsula
of Kamshatca.

d

Ca-sn-

Armenians-O- il

place Machinery.
FRANCO-GERMA-

New York, Sept. 28. Charles Evans Hughes, lawyer, champion inquiscommittee,
itor for the legislative
which Is investigating the life Insurance companies, Is the most talked-o- f
man in New York this week.
In the aldermanic chamber of the
city hall a thousand men have crowded in on days when he lias conducted
this inquisition. There is no mistaking the look on their faces. They all
look at Hughes. He is the center, and
wherever he moves their eyes follow.
A man of average height and build
as New York
lawyers go,
"ne would not be
picked out on the
street. But .this aldermanic chamber,
with Its somber light and the tremendous play going on. Is the Ideal setting
for Hughes. He seems B feet, eight
inches, straight, thin and bony. Wearing a beard and mustache which conceal his lips but not his strong, white
teeth. Many think of the Roosevelt
teeth. When he speaks the crowd looks
at his teeth. They look away to his
deep-set- .
blue eyes, to his long, sharp,
inquisitorial nose a Greek nose, without the wide, delicate, sensitive nostrils; to his high forehead a splendid forehead, though not broad like
Daniel Webster's; and then they go
back and stare at his teeth.
All the while they 'hear his pleasing, wonderfully distinctive voice. It
is a tenor ;obusto voice, and no mouth
was ever better adapted to enunciate
Fnglish: the sibilants come grimly
from between the teeth; he does not
drop his R's. nor does he fall Into any
of the "untidy" habits of speech that
Henry James deplores.
Every movement of lips or head or
hands or holy speaks the power, the
utter confidence of the man in hlm-seiThey stare at him all day. He
fascinates them. They admit, after
the first moment, that Hughes Is the
master of this Immense situation, that
he knows exactly what he wants, and
he will get it out of McCall and Mo- Curdy and Perkins and the rest of
them, If he has to drag it out with
his teeth.
He moves around continuously, yet
never does one think him nervous.
He Is the physical type of nervous
man, but hla manner is the antithesis

are Preparing

Men

MAN WHO IS MAKING THE
AND PERKINSES TELL
ALL ABOUT WHAT THEY HAVE
BEEN DOING WITH THE MONEY
OF POLICY HOLDERS.

r.

STILL AT LARGE

IS RAMPANT

VARIOUS PARTS OF OLD WORLD
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norms to lip leading them nil this
season. In cin- liiii up recently the
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n ti il
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raalnWas far tranamtaaiofi through tht
xafl a
ami elaae matter.

a

Manager Mike Kelly is making a;
big fight against his sale by St. Paul;
ho had nn
to St. l.ouis. Kelly
understanding Willi St. Paul that he
was not under n servo, Imt would bo
free to go where hi' pleased when he
unit tin1 Si.nts. Kelly d"tiies that he
is r i i ii to liiy tin' Kansas City f ran- chisc.
It is w hispc: e,l thai Pat Donovan,
former manager of Washington, tuny
in Pins-put an outlay base hall
burg, with nom onnii t ing (lap s with;
'
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SPORTING

BREVITIES

MLke Daly 'a stable has been haired
Ircim Toronto because of the
running of Claude and Elliott.
The Toronto track Is not the onlyTTIace
where these two horses have done
avmie weird racing.
Chicago's fight lid Is on straight.
and pushed down tight. It's going to
be a dismal town by tho lakeside these
long winter nights.
There's a suspicion in Philadelphia
that Comiskcy is trying to soap the
track for the Athletics. The Chicagos
are np and coming.
Princeton's foot ball eleven Is doing
snme stiff practice. The line gives
promise of weight, with fleet backs.
It is especially desirable to have
aeavy
this season.
treorge Ilixon Bays he will never don
the mitts again. Ho has fought his
last fight and it was a poor one.
Youns Corbott Is training hard for
liis coming lout with Young Erne next
Thursday night.
George Craft, colored, Is a candidate
lor a place on the Harvard eleven.
wrestling tournaAn international
ment will be held at Montreal this
printer. Ten thousand dollars prize
xaoaey will be hung up.
Corf roth and Corbctt can add to the
quiet of nations by settling with Billy
.Nolan and let him retire from the
news columns. Nolan .chatters like a

K.
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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Bernard 8. Rodey.

Albuquerque,
Prompt attention Riven to all
buhlnosa pertnlnlng to the profession.
111
prnctlce In ai! courts of the territory and before the United Btatee land
M.

V

oflica

Ira M. Bond.
W, 32 F" street, N.
ATTORN
S ashlnRton,
t).
t'e'alona. landa,
patenta, copyright, carlata, lettr
trade marks, clalme.
H. W. D, Bryan.
ATTORNEI-AT-LAAlbuquerque,
N. U. office, Kirs,, national Hank bulld-ln- .

FOR
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Capital and Surplus

b '

4
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Hen man nml
llrure wore re- -

W. Dobaon
Offloe
Crom- ATTORNK
well block, Albu jerque, N. M.
John H, Stlngle.
IOI1N VAL'GH AN AND .JONATHAN
KNI IKHSON.
ATTORNKY-AT-LABulte 18, N. T.
Only two men are alive today who! any of the allied ships, Captain Bath Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
took part in tho famous battle of nurst. being numbered among the
ARCHITECTS.
Navarino, which gained Greece freed dead. The battle of Navarino was fou
One of ght October 2u, 1827.
oni from the Turkish yoke.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- ,
these Is Jonathan Henderson, aged v,
Another interesting veteran has t
rooms
Barnett building,
who lives In a comfortable cottage urned up In England, in the peison ot
overlooking the Biitish chnnnel, in a John Vaughan, who was a bugler boy Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
part of England immortalized by at Waterloo.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
He had disappeared
Kingsley. He is a hale and hearty ol from his native place many years ag
D. F. MACROLLING,
d gentleman.
In the battle, Hendero and
was thought to be dead.
Civil engineering,
surveying and
son was "powder monkey" on board t Vaughan is Jul years old.
drafting. 503 South Third street.
he Genoa, which suffered more than
CONTRACTOR & BUILD E R.
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WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

AND UNSURPA8SED

THE

BANK

1
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COMMERCE

OF

ALC'JQUERQUE,
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M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
80LICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $160,000.00

AND

46-4-

EVEN WAVE AND WIND
AID AMERICAN TRADE
CURRENTS AND WINDS WILL GO HAND IN HAND WITH AMERICAN
ENTERPRISE TO BRING ASIATIC TRADE TO OUR PACIFIC COAST
Washington, D. C, Sept. 28. The!
prospective growth of commerce be-- l
tweon our Plfle r..,at .,rt fl nd
the rapidly opening markets of the
orient. Is the subject of an article prepared by O. H. Austin, of the bureau
of statistics, which article was regarded of such importance by tiie Japanese government that it has been
translated Into that language, and circulated in the country as a public document.
Mr. Austin si ts forth thp rpsults of
some experiments by officers of the
British and American navy, and their
observations ns to winds and currents,
which, in his opinion, make it Inevitable that the trade with eastern Asia
will be cairied on by the Pacific ports
of the United States.
"For," says he, "nature has glvpn
to the United States marked advantages regarding the movement of vessels between her western shorps and
the eastern coast of Asia, where the
trade of the orient must always enter.
"The equatorial currpnt begins Its
westward movement at the very point
at which vessels from an Isthmian
canal would enter the Pacific, and
moves steadily westward to the vicinity of the Philippines; then, turning
northward along tho coast of China
and Japan, Is deflected to the east,
flows eastwardly across the north
Pacific to the American coast, and
then moves down to the western coast
of the United States to the point of
beginning. The air currents, wliile
their exact location Is somewhat affected by the changes of the seasons.
follow practically the same lines, and
aie equally certain and reliable."
rate of speed at which this
ocean current flows in Its great cfr-- i

field.

The national commission also made
public an amendment or additional
rule regarding waiving claim of players. It provides no waiver shall be
asked hv a major league cluli or a
player purchased from n minor league
p tvioiis 1i February 1.
After that
the president of i ho major league
containing such club inii.-- t immediately notify the president of the ot her
major league, who shall have twenty-fou- r
hours in which to file claim if
desired for a club of his league. The
rule is to avoid conflict and confusion
regarding waivers.
A healthy man Is a king in his own
right; an unhealthy man Is an unhappy slave. Burdock Blood Bitters
builds up sound health keeps you
well.

o

RAILROADERS

IN EL

Stiles of the El Paso &. Southwestern,
announced two important promotions
this morning, effective October 1. F.
L. Waterman, city passenger agent In
El Paso, is promoted to the position
of traveling passenger agent. Jointly
for tho Rock Island and the El Paso &
Southwestern, with headquarters in
that city. His duties, however, will
be such as to keep him on the road a
large part of the time, his territories
being Arizona, New Mexico, Sonora
and Chihuahua, embracing many thousand miles ot trackage.
The second promotion made by Mr.
Stiles was that of H. D. McGregor,
c
joint ticket agent at tho Southern
depot, El Paso, to take the place
made vacant by the promotion of Mr.
Waterman.

fig-are-

cular mov

nt across the Pacific,
probably on an average
"l11" V
ot. abllt
hour, Or 24
miles a day. while the rate of the
movement of the air current Is of
course much more rapid.
"These facts, it seems to me, justify
me in the assertion that this steady,
permanent, flow of air and water
a flow which will never cease so long
as tho earth revolves toward the east
and thp great bodies of land w ater retain their ptesent relative positions
must always give to the North American contini nt a marked advantage in
the commeire of the Pacific. Its ves
sels from the eastern coast, entering
the Pacific, at the isthmus, will move
westward, aided by air and water currents, past i
Hawaiian islands, Wake
Island and Guam to the Philippines;
thence northward to those two great
trade centers. Shanghai and Yokohama, and thence, and still following
these currents, will move to the east,
along that shortest route known as
the "great circle' in the north Pacific,
touch at our western ports for transshipment of freights for the east, and
then, still following tho ocean current
down our Pacific const, will reach the
entrance to the Isthmian canal having
been aided by favoring currents of air
and water in the entire circular tour of
nu
is

a'"l return,

IS.nno miles.

i

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of tho Interior, Land
at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

Homeopathic

Physician.
Whltln

e

25,

chickens tho past year. I traded
thirty hens a few days ago for a good
buggy, nearly new. I deliver the hens
next April and take the buggy now.
and In the meantime I will get at least
$3 worth of eggs from each hen. My
chickens never are diseased, for the
reason that I do not let them lnbreed.
1 send away every year for first-clas- s
cockrells and get rid of the old ones,
even if I have to cut their heads off
and make a pot pie out of them. I use
the dark leghorn and have them to
hatch in the spring so they will commence to lay In September. I have
contract customers all the year round
at twenty-fivcents per dozen. I
have no trouble selling the eggs I get.
I sell hens for
fifty cents an'd upwards. I give as high as $3 and $4
and express, for cockrells. That's all.
Are You Engaged?

Engaged people should remember,
that, after marriage, many quarrels
can be avoided, by keeping their digestions in good condition with Electric Bitters. S. A. Brown, of Bpnnetts-villp- ,
S. C, says:
"For years my wife
suffered Intensely from dyspepsia,
complicated with a torpid liver, until
she lost her strength and vigor, and
became a mere wreck of her former
self. Then she trio,) Electric Bitters,
which bellied her at once, and finally
made her entirely well. She is now
strong and healthy." Ail druggists sell
and guarantee them, at 50 cents a bottle.

inraua
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Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&.

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway

Company

CLAIKVUYANT.
Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 2 dally. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
Engship, Shorthand, Typewrttlng,
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

The State

National

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

ing.
DAY AND

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary,
Library building, East Railroad ave
nue.
ROSA FUTRELLE GIDEON,
Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building, Albuquerque, N. M.
ASSAYERS.

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

0
O. N. MARRON,

President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

MCPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDOXALD, Assistant Cashier.
D.

A.

0

You are invited to the Cash Buy
ers' union to attend their Immense

sale of Clothing, Hats, Shoes, Underwear, Blankets, Comforts, Outing
Flannels, Crockery, Enamelware, Tinware, Cutlery, Glassware and Grocerduring fair
ies. Special bargains
week. Cash Buyers' Union Store, 22
North Second street, Wm. Dolde proprietor.

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

Auto. 'Phone, 671.

o o o o
U

"OLD RELIABLE"

o

1878

PUTNEY

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

exxxxxxxxxxxxxx
$25

California

RAILROAD

$25

AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE. N.

M.

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first class
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in glv.
lng you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favoiably
with responsible competition.

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company
AUTOMATIC

PHONE

711.

otOtoeo0OiO00ot

ThinR of ll
Nearly twice the amount of light for the
same amount of money, under
the new schedule.
See the Light Man, Fourth and Gold Ave.

000400000400 CC0C0OtOtOOiOi
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA

FE, N.

M.

New-broug-

THE

FORTV-SEVENT-

li

YEAR BEGINS

SEPT. 4, '05
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Jith-nt.t-

at

0

Second Class Colonist Rates

--

j

0

Flour, Grain and Provisions

-

hou.-ewnr-

0

WHOLESALE GROCER

Mother's Friend
i

Colo. 'Phone, 234.

o o o o
ESTABLISHED

L. O.

OCOOCXDOOOCOOOOCOOOOOOOOO

J

Q

412 W. Railroad Ave.
OOO-OO-

0

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

li-

ape-Nut-

0

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

MELCOW3E

i

d

U

President

vice President

U. S. DEPOSITORY.
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M.

Block.

RAISING IN
COUNTY OF EDDY. OCKXOCXXXXXXXXXX)COCXXXXXX)
Henry Clark says he is in the chicken business for the coin and not Tor
"publication," but did not mind giving
a few pointers about the business.
"Yes, I have cleared
$700 on my

Iion-aeian- o

.

FE RAILWAY

BANK

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, appioved, scientific methods.
at Trimble's
stables. Old 'phone, 3: auto.. 122.

Sept. 15 to Oct. 31
EASTBOUND.
GET POWER.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
The Supply Comes From Food.
am.; departs 8:30 n. m.
If we get power from food why not
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives
Stopovers allowed in Caliatrlve to get all the power we fan. 11 :f.'. Tuesdays
and Fridays; departs
r
fornia. For particulars, call
That la only possible by use ot
12:H1 a. m., Wednesdays and Satur- selected food that exactly tits the days.
on any agent.
I
requirements of the body.
H. S. LUTZ,
n
a
r,wl
,..
fire
nnil
malt.c
j....-a viii tM. i iuai,v J u iiniii'
Westbound.
J. J. BYRNE,
Agent.
poor fire is not a good steam
No.
I.os Angeles Express, arrives
G. P. A., Iajs Angeles, Cal.
7:30 p. m.; departs 8:15 p. m.
"From not knowing how to select
No. 3, Caiifo nla Limited, arrives
he right food to fit my needs, I suf- 10:40 a. m., Mondays and Thursdays;
LXXXZXXTZZZZXZZZZZZZZXXZZZ
Harsh physics react, weaken the
fered grievously for a long time from departs 10:50 a. in., Mondays and
bowels, cause chronic constipation.
actoiuaeh troubles," writes a lady from Thursdays.
WILLING HELPERS
o
loau's Kegulets operate easily, tone
a little town In Missouri.
No. 7, San Francisco Fast Mail, ar
was lucky" papa bought a the stomach, cure constipation, 2Tc.
"It seeinefl to me as if I would rives lu;30 p. in., departs 11:10 p. m. gas"Mother
k
range.
our druggist for them.
never bo able to find out the sort of
What's the use of a helper If 45
Southbound.
food that was best lor me. Hardly
he
Isn't w illing? Willingness is p.
m., connects
No. 27, depaits ll:3n
anything that I could eat would stay
an ample mantle which will al- on my stomach. Every attempt gave with eastern trains.
mo.-- t
cover all the sins of serv- - it
No. 7 carries through chair, standme tho heartburn and filled my stom-ao- t
b e.
But a classified advertise- - 4
Motherhood."
with gas. I got thinner and rhin-- ard and tourist sleeping cars for San
Book
about
tor
Sond
nu nt in The Evening Citizen is a
mer until I literally became a living Francisco.
Ar? you to become a mother ? It j. l i you icahie
willing helper that Is not only T
No. 22. arrives from south 7:30 a. m.,
absouitely competent, btt also Is 4
Skeleton and in time was compelled
liiegieit amount ol fcutlenne th.it most women are
2,
east bound.
connecting with No.
obliged to undergo, the pajo Ihev h;ne lo bear r II you
to Veep my bed.
a willing worker.
It works all
t j.
rt tx u
All trains daily except No. 3 and 4.
(hat
nn would you no
could do ariyuun to teii-."A few months ago I was persuaded
you. It is the best
the
for
time
st.ind-a:1
through
- woman
chair,
No.
carries
on aie a in
and ol course you
fond, and it had
do it f
to try Gi s
and most economical publicity in a
and tourist sleeping cars to Los
would then tt ad carefully every uid
uch good ffect from the very beam
tho world.
nltig that I 'have kept up its use ever; Angeles.
H. S. LUTZ, Agi nt.
elnce. I was surprised at the easel
with which I digested It. It proved
Always Successful.
ESMERALDA
FOR WM. JENKS'
to be Just what I needed. All my unWhen iudigcstlon becomes chronic
a liniment to potent that it will greatly lessen the
It
LApleasant symptoms, the heartburn, the HIGH CLASS FRUIT, GREEN JAFIt Is dangerous. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
sutfenng ot any cave ,.f h'xit, no matter how dithInflated feeling which gave mo so! BEL, GO TO A. J. MALOY AND
will cure indigestion, and all trouble
cult. With this liniment, M'tl.e'hod it a beautiful
much pain, disappeared. My weight FA GROCERY CO.
dieam; without it, a mgm lie No more sufter- resulting therefrom, thus preventing
ar,-but one peaceful ideal
gradually Increased from '."1 to llt'-in, no moie
catarrh of the stomach.
Ir.
Have your
built and sign work
mol her hood n vo.n ;! you w ill but open youl eyes.
of League. W. Va , says: "To
Iund8, my figure rounded out, my done by Stacyfloats
& Co., the only union
Per external use. a( to adminsler and
elmiglh came back, find I am row siijn writers in town. Qulrr's old
those suffering from Indigestion or
A word
k
to the arise
"ndeiful in i suit
sour stomach I would say that there
ard enjoy it. stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
JA
able to do my
,rn n a.
is no better remedy than Kodol DysAll muKm- liumei s l l.fiul.
The Grape Nil's food did it." Name; phone, 62.
1 oo t r juttle
We send uui book "Mother
pepsia Cure. I have prescribed It for
Creek..!
o
riven by Postum Co.,
hood," dee. if ynij
"
for P
a number of patients with good
Mich.
See the window dlsp'ay of the !!lo
any one, Grande Woolen
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure dlgpsts
Mills at the Globo
OO..
DflADFlClD mc.UtATOn
A ten days' trial will
.
what you eat and makes thp stomach
On.
Horp, then as.k for those V-- 50 wa
aomn fads about fool.
sweet. Sold by all druggists.
aU.aaaaWaMMMMMWWWM
"Wa
fcklrts.
"There's a reason."
,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

C. H. Cenner, M, D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteosuccessfully
pathy.
All diseases
treated. Offllce Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.
Dr. J, E, Bronson.
17.

& SANTA

FIRST NATIONAL

PHYSICIANS.

Room

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

cur-"Th- e

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the U. S
court commission at Albnqueique, N
M., on November 4, 1!105., viz.:
Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
range 6 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
uion and cultivation of said land, viz.:
JacolM) Valencia, of Chilli!, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chilli!. N. Ni.; Alejandro Ronquillo. of Ohilill, N. M.; Adam
Lopez, of Clilill. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

skia-SuU-

-

DEPOSITORY

"The feasibility of fnis plan is found
in the fact that, while the actual sailing distance from the western end of
tho proposed Isthmian canal to Manila
via Hawaii and Guam is 9,500 miles,
the return trip from Manila via Shanghai, Yokohama and San Francisco to
the canal Is but ln.onn miles, with the
advantages of favorable wind and
CORBET & COLLINS,
rent in practically every mile of the Civil and Mining Engineers. United
entire distance."
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

1905.

-

80L0M0N LUNA, President:
W. S. STRICKLER. V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson.
Asst. C4h.er
WM. MCINTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE AR NOT
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
O. E CROMWELL

A. L. Morgan.
THE IN'PKPRXDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished: job work soltrted. Automatic
'phone 724; shop 911 North Second street,
Albuquerque, N. M.

e

NEWTIME CARD

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

CHICKEN

PASO PROMOTED
General Passenger Agent Volney u.

a

j

rh.3"

r

mll.

ATTORN

N.

alissaOsfaction over the salary question by Jumping from the Philadelphia MOVING ALONG IN
JARILLA ENTERPRISES.
Nationals to the Trlstate outlaws, by
S. W. Wormwood, manager of the
been received in full fellowship aganj.
New Mexico Land & Development
He eot the raise he demanded.
Joe Yeager is regarded as fhe best Co., at Jarilla Junction, was In Alamo-gordto look after business nmttere.
pinch hitter on the New York AmeriHe wa just in receipt of a letter from
can team.
Twelve boxing clubs are getting the head offlco of the company at St.
ready to gratify Philadelphia's love Joseph, Mo., which gave some particulars of the contract which was refor Che fighting game this fall.
A prise fighter is out of it when he cently let for the construction of the
pipe line and smelter.
la aU in.
Both contracts specify that the work
The turf war In the south will be
resumed this winter. Corrigan and shall be completed within a time limit
Condon are lining up for battle, and of ninety days, which means" that
the Crescent City and City Park Jock- some big business will be done right
ey clubs will be the contenders for away.
supremacy. The fight is the continuAccidents will happen, hut the best
John
ation of the old feud between West-errpgulated families keep Dr. Thomas'
Condon, dominant factor of the
Jockey Club, and Edward Corri-eao- , Electric Oil for such emergencies. It
his bitter rival, who formed the subdues the pain ami heals the hurts.
American Jockey Club,
COALORA;
1rst Baseman John Connors, of DEMOLISHING
HOUSES MOVED TO DAWSON.
South Uend, is the leading batsman
A crew, headed by W. S. Wycoff.
In the Central League. His average is came
down from Dawson and began
.325.
down the building at Coalora.
That was a perfectly lovely flora! tearing
The fuel company announced some
piece Father Time handed George months
ago their Intention to tear
a
DUon. It was marked with the
these buildings down and remove them
"23."
.Negotiations are under way to trade to Dawson.
Only the smaller buildings, howJohn Ganzel, of New York, to St. Louis ever,
will be toin down now, but that
for Kmmett Heldrick. Iloth players constitutes
all that once were filled
are at outs with the clubs by which by miners at
the once thriving coal
they are now reserved.
Gleason has been playing profession- camp, with the exception of half a
al base ball for twenty years. And dozen or more of the substantial
they atlll call him "kid!"
Attacked by a Mob.
"Kube" Waddell leads the American
beaten. In a labor riot, until covLeague pitchers with seven ehutouts. and
with sores, a Chicago street car
The "Giants" really are in Wash- ered
conductor applied Bucklen's Arnica
ington. Of the Capital City team Salve,
was soon sound and well.
Vaikenburg, Hughes, Stahl. Huelsman, "I use and
It in my family,"
O. J.
Anderson andJones , are each over six Welch, of Tekonsha, Mich.,writes
"and find
leet.
it perfect." Simply great for cuts and
Frank Boyd, who graduated from burns. Only 25 cents at all druggists.
Harvard In 1!2, will be on the crim-aoeleven this season. He is taking
a course In the law school.
VTien It comes to beef, Columbus

I)..

3"k3

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 16 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry ffoods Company.
Both phones. Appointments made bj
mail.
tdmund J. Alger, U. U. S.
No. 3"6 Kallrond ftvenuc
office bour
.30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.;
30 p. m. to 6
r. m. Tclppaone 462. Appulntmtints tnrte
LAWYERS.

I i

elortPd liy thp national lump hall commission, which then proceeded to the
formulation of rule for the seiies of
Ramos for Hip world's championship
between the champions of the National and American leagues.
No schedule of the world's championship panics will hp announced
till the season is finished. For tho
samp reason the umpires will not he
mode known at present.
After reaffirming thp rules adopted
for thp games by the two leagues last
fall, the commission adopted a number of supplempntary rules, of which
those requiring that nil players eligible to take part in the games must
have bppn undpr contract not later
than August 31; the posting of a forfeit of $in. nun by the owners of the
participating cluhs for a faithful carrying out of the rules and provisions
of the series, and the fixing of the
salaries of the umpires at $400 each
for the series, formed the most important enactments.
It was also decided that the world's championship
pennant should he raised in the presence of the national commission on a
date to he agreed on, this to he after
the opening of the championship sea- son of 1H06
in the matter of field rules it was
decided that no spectators should be
allowed neaier than 235 feet from the
home base in right and left field, or
field, at these
273 feet In center
games, nor within less than 25 feet
of the foul lines in any portion of the

liahwife.
Pitcher John Lush, who evinced his

DR. J. E. KRAFT.

ft

BASE BALL SERIES

August

secretary John
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EVENING CITIZEN.

fAOS

2,000,000 IVorth of Building Improvements Since January

TMRJOB

1st, 19Q5

1

Greater Albuquerque

The Queen City of the Southwest. Estimated Population in
191040,000. The same Chance Early Buyers had in Denver, Los Angeles, Seattle, Etc.

Ififi PZ&nutiful

SG-Fn-

nztern

!Lt& in the

3&&id&nf&

at

1

Mia hinrizf

AKHHiinn

Level, and Suitable for Immediate Building Purposes

Above the City Smoke

Q1QQ, Q15Q, Sp2QO A LOT
$4.00 per month.

Down, Balance Payable 91.QO per week or

Q1Q

Perfect Abstract of Title With Every Sale

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W, H.

Greer, Pres.

y
0
0

and good furniture are synonymous. While we make
EMMONS of medium and high grade furniture we also carry
a line of cheap furniture, and are In a position to cater to all
tastes and pocketbooks. We can sell you a cook stove for $7 or
$70; we can sell you a bed for $2.75 or $40; a chair for 60 cents
or $25; a rocker for $1.50 or $30; a dresser for $6 or $65; a table
for $1 or $40; a mattress for $1 or $8. Other articles too numerous to mention, but If you wjU call around we will take pleasure
In showing you. "GET THE HABIT."

J. D. EMMONS
Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co., Corner Coal Ave. and 2d St.

ootcoocooo
Railroad Top:

Solomon Luna,

evening, when they will leave for the
Santa Hosa country.
The trip is merely a track tour, according to President Winchell, and no
or
new mergers are contemplated
mergers planned. He reiterates his
former denial that the Rock Island
and Colorado & Southern are to combine Into one system, and he also denied the reported alliance with the
Phelps-Dodgroad in Arizona.
"There is absilutely no truth In the
story." is the way President Winrhell
disposes of the report that the Rock
Island Intends to sell Its road between Kansas Citv and St. IOiiis to
the Santa Fe. The railroad chief was
in a denying mood, and also said that
there was no truth In the story that
the Rock Island Is to part with the
Denver & Rio Grande, and use the
Santa Fe tracks to Colorado Springs.
He spoke briefly of his trip to Europe last summer, and said that he
found the lailroads there much inferior to American roads, but thought
Europe ahead ot this country In
e

auto-mobilin-

Ahong those in the party with President Winchell are Mrs. Winchell, B.
Ij. Winchell, Jr., H. U. Mudge,
vice
president; T. S. I.loyd, general superintendent of motive power; D. E.
Cain, general manager of the SouthInspector R. M. Spivey, of the Har- and told several people he intended western line, and two college friends
vey system, arrived In the cffy Tast ending his life, that he would not re- of the younger Mr. Winchell.
night from a trip over the coast lines. turn to his family, with no hope for
a m
TO CATARRH SUFFERERS
the future, and shortly thereafter he
L. M. Williams, roadmaster of the took the fatal dose. He leaves two
Santa Fe Central, with headquarters small children, lesldes his widow.
HYOMEI GUARANTEED TO CURE,
In Estancla, was in Santa Fe yesterBY
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO., OR
SOUTHERN PACIFIC DEPOT
day on railroad business.
MONEY REFUNDED.
m
m
m
AT LORDSBURG BURNED.
of moB.en Suller, superintendent
Wednesday morning at 4 o'clock the
The popularity and Increase In the
tive power for Lantry & Sharpe, who Southern Pacific depot building at
sales of Hyomel are unique In the an
days
past
few
city
in
has been
the
the
Ijurdsburg caught fire, and was com- nals of medicine. Such astonishing
enjoying himself, will leave for Gila pletely destroyed. Considerable mall
cures have been made by this remedy
Canyon, Arizona, tonight.
and baggage was also lost,
that the proprietors have authorized
Clapp,
agent,
Southern
Pacific
had
the
J. H. O'Rlelly & Co., to sell every
The longest railroad route tn India,
depot,
his
residence
above
and
the
package of Hyomel under an absolute
from Bombay to Calcutta, Is l,4ul
belongings
all
of
'his
lost
household
guarantee that It will cure catarrh. If
miles In length, made up of parts of
clothing.'
barely
his
wife
He
and
and
It does not, the purchaser can have
different railroads. Over this route
there Is one through train daily, which had time after being awakened, to es his money refunded by J. H. O'Rlelly
hours to make the fane irom tne miming huiunng. ineir & Co.
takes foitv-flv- e
The complete Hyomel outfit costs
lonrnev. The fastest Indian train runs loss will be about $3,000. For the
present the agent has opened an office but $1, and consists of an Inhaler
at a speed not greater than thirty-fivorigin
The
adjoining the Liberal office.
that can be carried In the vest pocket
miles an hour.
of the fire was a mystery. The build- a medicine dropper and a bottle of HyIn
railway
A.
mail ing was a frame structure erected
Carruth,
Charles
omel.
The Inhaler lasts a lifetime,
clerk making the run on toe Denver the early days of the town. It will be and if one bottle does not cure, an ex
& Rio Grande railroad from Santa Fe replaced by a better and more sub- tra bottle of Hyomel can be obtained
to Antonito, Colo., Is spending his an- stantial one.
for 50 cents. It Is the most econom
nual vacation on a hunting trip in
ical of all remedies advertised
for
Conejos county, Colorado. His place THE SANTA FE ROAD
the cure of catarrh, and la the only
Is being filled by Ira S. Seffens, subUSES MUCH CRESOTE one that follows nature In her meth
ods of treating diseases of the res
stitute railway mail clerk, from Pueorgans.
blo, Colo.
The Railway Age states that more piratory
through the Inhaler for
d
of the entire creosote a Breathe
S. B. Grlmshaw, assistant to the than
few minutes four times a day, and
States is your
president and general manager of the production of the United
catarrh Is cured. That's all.
in the tie treating plant of the
Santa Fe Central, returned to the ter- used
If not cured, J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
& Santa Fe
at
Topeka
Atchison,
Inritorial capital yesterday from an
to a will refund your money.
spection trip over the line of the road. Somerville, Texas, accordingFaulkner,
E.
to
O.
credited
statement
A severe rain storm visited the
There are other WRITING IN SIGHT
of the company's tie
TYPEWRITERS,
valley Tuesday afternoon, and superintendentdepartment.
Is a
There
timber
and
although no damage was done to the
But the I- - C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
way
on
now
Its
of
cresoto
shipment
crops, property or the railroad, Mr.
excels them all. Then It has a TAB
from London which will ULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attach'
Grlmshaw says it rained as hard a3 to the plant
1,500,001) gallons of the matesupply
ment, without extra charge.
Corrhe cares for it to when he is out.
rial.
mm
spondence solicited.
N. W. Alger,
"Some Idea of the magnitude of the general agent, 124 South Walter St.
James Kennedy and Christopher
Fitzgerald were arrested near Espan-ol- a present shipment cau be obtained,"
says Mr. Faulkner, "when it is stated PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING MA
upon a bench warrant issued
John R. McFie, of Santa Fe, that In the United States last year TERIALS. ETC. U. S. Indian School,
upon the complaint of Louis Alarid, there were produced but l.'LOiiO.ODO Breen, Colorado, September 12, 1905
The Somerville SEALED
section foreman, that the accused men gallons of creosote.
PROPOSALS,
endorsed
bad placed an obstruction upon the plant consumes a little over 4o0,iuu "PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING MADenver & Rio (iiande tracks and had gallons of the stuff per month, or TERIALS, ETC.," and addressed to
in tneir possession tools belonging to somet lung like 5.oiMi,non ga.lons per the undersigned at Breen, Colorado,
the company. Both nu n are Mrlking year. An Idea of the increase in the will be received at the Indian School
section hands. They will be given a treatment of railroad ties may bo had until two o'clock p. m., Monday, Ochearing before Judge AlcFie on tbe by a study of these statistics: In lssr, tober 2, 1Io5, for furnishing and delivconclusion of the C'ouky murder trial. there were treated In the United ering at the school, as required durStates only 211.1
ties. In 1801, prac- ing the fiscal year ending June thlr
ROCK ISLAND IMPROVING
tically ten years later, there was an tieth, lituii, about 3'.i6 yards excavaROAD TO COLORADO. increase to iCiii.oui). In l!m4 the figure tion: 2ti,r.0 cu. ft. stone; 23 stone sills;
General Manager Cain, of the Hock was 13,711, I."
780
M.uoo brick; 94 sacks cement;
Island, !n an interview the other day,
yards lathing and plaster; 330 yards
"Within a year from now the ACCIDENT TO FAST TRAIN
painting; about 40,non leet lumber, 4G
Hock Island will
NARROWLY AVERTED. squares tin roofing;
have the entire
45
windows.
letig'h of its main line to Colorado
Almost by a hair bung the fate of doors and frames; one lavatory, one
laid with eighty-livHund steel and No. 43, the Golden State Limited, from closet; one urinal, etc., all as per list
heavily ballasted.
That means that the north yesterday morning, says the and specifications obtainable at. the
we will have t' relay probably about El Paso Times. At Torrance, N. M school. Bidders will state specifically
elii) miles of steel.
We propose to the engineer in charge, Seth Thomas, in Mielr bids the price of each
have the main line thoroughly bal- while looking the engine over, made to be offered in their contract. article
AH
lasted with either crushed lock, gravel the discovery that a pin that supports articles so offered will be subject to
or burnt imibo."
the trucks under the boiler had almost rigid Inspection. The right Is reserv
worked itself out of position, and in ed to reject anv or all bids or any
TRAIN DELAYED BY
a
time more would have drop- part of any bid If deemed for tho best
CLOUDBURST NEAR EMBUDO pedshort
to the ground with disastrous re- Interest of the service. Each bid must
The Denver & Kio Grande train sults. A key which holds the pin in be accompanied by a certified check
draft upon some United States de
from the Hurt h was lour hours late position had been lost and gradually or
in leaching S;mt:i Fe Tuesday after- the rod (jf iron that held in position pository or solvent national bank.
noon.
was a cloudburst a ponderous part of the engine was made payable to the order of the Com
The laic-misMoner of Indian Affairs, for at
between F.iuhudo and Espanola which wot king itself our. The engini er sai l least
5 per cent of the amount of the
cau.-e- d
a rush of water over the that had the pin dropped out while the proposal,
or draft to be
tracks, cov. rim; t item for a consider- t:ain was running at high speed the forfeited tosaid check
the United States In cafe
able distance witn sand. Owing to truck of the engine would have drop- a bidder receiving
a reward shall fall
the strike of the section men and the ped and there is no telling what the to execute promptly
a satisfactory
consequent dearth of laborers there result might have been.
The defect was fixed after an hour's eontarct In accordance with his bid
some difficulty experienced in getting
to be returned to the bid
workmen to the scene and the passen- work and the train proceeded on its otherwise
Bids accompanied by cash In
gers finally doffed their coats and way. hor the tirst half hour, 'How- der.
lieu of certified check will not be con
took a hand in shoveling the sand ever. Engineer Thomas ran rIowIv and sldered.
Information ap
from the track so that the train could carefully, to see the effect of the i e- - ply to Wm.ForM. further
Peterson, Superintend
imp i rain, owing to this and a
I'Hir.
proct ed.
lot of other delays, did not reach El ent, Breen, Colorado.
Paso until 10 o'clock last night.
DESPONDENT FIREMAN
Numerous and Worthless.
TAKES CARBOLIC ACID.
Everything Is in tbe name when It
PRESIDENT WINCHELL
Returning from Denver and los
Witch HjizpI Salve E. C. De
MAKES SEVERAL DENIALS. conies to
where lie had failed to get
i-- Co., of Chicago, discovered
Witt
nt
Prtsid-Benjamin I,. Winchell, pome yonrs
work, M. .1. I. ally, a locomotive fireto make a salve
man of Big SpriiiL's, Texas, Monday heal of the Hock Inland system, ac- from Witch atro bowthat
Is a specific
niitht, on the nvi M'!i annivtrsaiy of companied by Ms wife, son, and a for piles. ForHae
blind, bloedine, Itchlne
bis marriage, at the exact hoar lie party of officials an friends, arrived and protruding piles, eczt nm. cuts,
ha. I b', his bride to the altar, drank in Denver by a special train shortly burro, bruises
and a'l skin diseases
an ounce of carbolic acid and died in after 4 o'clock ycM.-rdaafernoon. De Witt's Salve has no equal. This
says the
in forty minutes.
r News. Tn, y came has given rise to numerous
worthies
I. ally reached El Paso Monday af- from Coloia.lo Springs and will re- counterfeits.
Ask for De Witt's the
ternoon, says an El Paso dispatch. main in Denver until lo o'clock this genuine. Sold by all druggists.
m
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Flournoy, Sec.

D. K. B.

Sellers, Mgr.

Evening Citizen Wants!
One Cent Per Word

Making: a

for Each Insertions

Te latere erepcr clasaKkatloa ids tor this celesta mist he la the office Ik fore J e'cleck
p. m. Ads shoeea receive tbe ume careful attcaltoa tbat It jh-eto ads brwjit la affk.

Money

It

WITH OQ1

Pilsner Boor

Loan

WANTED.
Co
is wtiat we are motnm v
WANTED A Btamstress at once, Ap- - on
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horaea,
one who teats Hat deH almas fla
ply 513 West Copper
on
also
Chattela;
Wagona
and
other
vor and atrenotnenhif syaHML
WANTED fhree palmers, highest SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REThere la no warm wee tiles kev
wages. C. A. Hudaon.
CEIPTS, as low aa $10.00 and aa high
erage that can oatwawra
WANTED Roomers and uoarders. aa $200.00. Loans are quickly made
mia refreshing tfrtnk en
417 West Silver avenue.
One
private.
Time:
strictly
and
day.. It Is not only pl NMt M
WANTED Experienced dining room month to one year given. Goods retaste, but Is Invhwrastna smsl
girl; no other need apply. Colum- main in your possession. Our rates
wholesome. $3 per esse of tw
bus hotel.
are reasonable. Call and see ua bedozen quartes; $2 per cas a
WANTED At once, a competent girl fore borrowing.
two doasn pints.
CO.,
LOAN
HOUSEHOLD
THE
for general housework. Apply 523
Steamship tickets to and from all
&
Keleher avenue.
parts of the world.
WANTED Young man wants posi
Auto.
292.
Phone
4, Grant Bldg.
8
ASK
DIAMOND
FOR
and
Rooms
ICE.
Colo, Phoaa IS
tion as stenographer and typewrit315 West Railroad Ave.
er. Address O., Citizen office.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED Man and wife to run
Open Evenings.
men,
boarding camp of four to six
0 Auto phone, 316. Bell phone, 115. Residence Auto phone, No ttS.
WANTED.
in the city; man furnished work at
M. P. Stamm.
$2. uil per day.
Fair week la coming. We want all
pi
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hankinda of help positiona paying good 0
clothing. No. 515 South First street, aalary.
Black or White Hearse, $5.00.
Commercial Club Bolldlic
south of viaduct. Send address and
Two waitera, 2 good eooka, 1 worn,
CITT UNDERTAKER.
v
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. an for general houaework, 2 chamber-mald- 0
nousekeeper
WANTED Position as
3 men to take care of horaea,
in hotel, public Institution or wid- logmen, teametera, swampers, laborower's family, or any position of ers, etc., for camp work; first-clas- s
trust by an experienced lady. S. II., blacksmith, brldgemen, bridge car.
Citizen office.
penters, bridge helpers, 1 first-clasplaner, 1 good yrd man for l"rnuer
FOR RENT.
man "o take are
camp. Flrst-cias- s
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms of stock In dry goods store; boy to
for light housekeeping. Inquire at run errands and learn dry goods busiVISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
ness. Better Dositions on record now
300 North Broadway.
offered before.
FOR RENT Nice room, everything than ever agents
We are
for Camp Birnie re
new and pleasant. 416 North. Secsort. Call for Information.
ond street.
The beet machine In tkt
EMPLOY
FOR RENT Furnished rooms by the THE SOUTHWESTERN
world. This Is no eaawrt-men- t,
AGENCY
MENT
Tljeras
624
West
week or month at
but has been testUpstairs
Phone 195 Red
avenue.
ed and tried, and kaa
11U aoutn oecuna ssireci
200,000 In use.
If yo
FOR RENT Two large store rooms.
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
Interested In typewriMERCHANT TAILORING
ters call or ad areas
Lead avenue.
i)H RENT A suRe of three rooms,
WEST
NO.
209
OVER
UPSTAIRS,
very deslreable for party of young
GEO. S, RAMSEY
AVENUE, O. BAM
RAILROAD
men. 713 West Copper.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
401 W. R. R
My merchant tailoring shop Is upIn city, single or ensulte. with table
General Agent Bar
ave
board. 713 West Copper.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad
New Mexico
FOR RENT Two large, nicely fur nue, where I solicit the patronage of
first-clashousekeep
nlshed front rooms, for
the public. All work guaranteed
ing. 406 North Arno street.
as I have had fifteen years' exIn the business. Suits made
perience
rooms,
elegant
Two
suit
FOR RENT
cleaned, pressed and
I
I
able for man and wife. 415 North to order. Clothes
FIa2Sl
will not
Second street. Board If preferred repaired. The specific I use garments
the cloth. Ladles'
m Park Injure
FOR RENT Apartments
Wln8S,Brtni!l8$fEl5.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
View terrace, eight rooms each; to order. Give me a trial.
Prop.
BARNETT,
H.
modern equipment throughout.
JOSEPH
BAMBINI.
O.
H. Ttlton. room 19. Grant block.
SAMPLE AND
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished The territorial fair Is coinin':
CLUB ROOMS
S20 West Railroad
You'll see who keeps things rollln
front rooms for gentlemen; also
then;
three rooms furnished for light
housekeeping.
Mrs. Williams, 311 All haulln, sprlnklin will be done
By the Albuquerque Transfer men.
west stiver avenue
j
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
.1.
Can You Eat?
light housekeeping, with electric
J. B. Taylor, a prominent merchant
AND
lights. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Ruthsays: "I could
SHERMAN-WILLIAMerford, corner Broadway ft Iron, of Chrlesman, Texas,
Alwaye
PAINT
BUILDING PAPER
I
same block Congregational church not eat because of a weak stomach. In
Covers more, looks best, wears
down
ran
strength
Lime,
and
Plaster,
all
lost
Oetneat.
longest, most economical, full
FOR RENT Two large store rooms weight. All that money could do wbb
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, ate.
measure.
ware house and twelve living rooms, done, but all hope of recovery van-suitable
for hotel purposes, with Ished.
Hearing of some wonderful
ALBUQUERQUE. N. aC
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
large yard in rear and all neccs cures
by Kodol Dyspepsia
sary outhouses.
new Cure, effected
Everything
I concluded to try it. Tho first
and modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of bottle benefitted me. and .ifter taking
Broadw ay and Mai queue avenue.
four bottles, I am restored to my usA. C. RILICKE.
JNO. S. MITCHIXJi.
ual strength, wealth and health." KoFOR SALE.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
you
digests
what
Dyspepsia
Cure
dol
V FA'TRAL IX)CATION.
Full SALIC Horse, saddler or tirlvet eat and cures. Sold by all druggists.
tiXCFLLKNT ACCOMMODATIONS.
ri L'4 North
Second street
SPLENDID RFjSTAURANT.
REASONABLE PRICES.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
FOR SALE A tine piano, reasonable;
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
New Mexicans and Arizonlans spending the summer on the beaches
I have opened a general repair snop
apply at this office.
street, back of Walare welcome to the use of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting
tUli SALE OR RENT Ranch of 1G0 on South Third
rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and writing materials
acres;
nihousc, alfalfa, orch ton's drug store, and solicit the trade
L. H. SHOF.MAKEIL
fiee. Ladies and children weleome.
ard, all trilgable; will sell all or of the city.
All Depot cars stop at the Hollenbeck.
Electric excursion and
part. Box 40, city.
Rio
display
of
window
the
See the
beach cars pass the door.
SALE Engine. Owing to en Grande Woolen
ton
Mills at the Globe
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS.
laigiug our power plant we offer for store, then ask for those $3.50 walkpower, 2h5 ing skirts.
sale one 8x12,
revolution Buckeye automatic cut- oft engine, for $50. Can be seen In
Subscribe for The ClUzen and get 0
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works 0
operation at our mill. It Is an ex the news.
cellent machine. The John Becker
ft P. MALL, Proprietor
company, Belt n, N. M.
THE
0
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; ShafUnca,
FOR SALE Furniture and household
n.EAN!IVO
Pulleys,
Iron
Front
Bars,
Grade
Metal;
and
INU
for
Columns
1IKA1
Babbit
AN
II
goods of a four-roohouse. Inquire
Buildings.
0
11 KK tlllt
North Font th street.
Repair on Mining mnd Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foil SALE Handsome furniture,
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerg.ua, N. sL
suitable for residence of four or CATARRH
0
tlve rooms. For particulars, call at
The Citizen office.
Ely's Cream Balm
FOR SAlJVheaTi ng stove, gasoline
nd pleunnt to
book case ana Eary (oiiuiait
stove, refrigerator,
no insideboard. Inquire 709 West Gold jurious itru.
kiy ahtnrtx-rlIt
avenue.
1,1 vn helpful m.
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $500 will It
and ctAiie0
Building Supplies
buy $1,000 equity In a nine room
COLD'nHEAD
frame house, In the Highlands, lot
himI I'r .u- ln (tie Mo uliranu. ltt t..r. J ti e
100x142, east front; shade and fruit
of Tiu. noil fcinell. Ijul-- Sl7..', 6m c. nln at
mail; Trial tz, luc.nln tv mail.
trees, barn and chicken house. Best tLX UUU'ihvULlts,
:w J ork.
64 Warreu blrect.
street in town. This la a bargain.
Third and Marquette
Both Phones
Address P. O. R. 114. city.

Southwestern Brewery

Ice Comp any

0'40'00'0'00'e00000'0'
A. BORDERS,

ruri

a,

UNDERWOOD

s

A.

s,

The St. HImo
Arene

o--

NATIVE

C.

liALDRIDGE
CHICAGO LUMBER

S

1

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

CATARRH

1

O000000000000'
LUMBER CO.
RIO GRANDE

l

G'ntral

otM-i'-

SCREEN DOORS

Ilt-tii

r

tOST.

Near lb 11 cimyon, oneb;ty
nia-branded lit) en t hip; one
brown mare wi'h (X) on right 'nip.
Return to Meiiau! school and receive reward.
RAILROAD TICKETS.

LOST

KILLthe COUCH

and

CURE the LUNGS

e,

Cut Rates.
Tor reduced rates to and from all
polnta go to Paulsen a Association
office. Railroad
Railroad
Ticket
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
o
Don't wait for an rxpioslon cook
gas
the humane way.
with

WITH

0

Dr. King's

rONSUMPTION
0U0HS and
OLDS

burett null

W

QUICKEL

&

BOTHE,

0

Proprietors
.

0

Discovery

Nov

o o

o o

Price
S0c a$100
Free Tru-I- .

0
0

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNIXTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade ot A
T
lager served. Finest and best UiniKHted and Domestic Cigars.
O

UitKebl Cure for c.4

THROAT and LUNO
US, or MONE1 BACK.

JjCitJzen. Want Ads Bring The Best Results

aoe rotiR

THE ALBUQUERQUE
By

CITIZEN

The Citizen Publishing Company

DIFFERENT

The following drastic editorial on the life Insurance
officials whose w rong doing has recently bc n made public, is taken from the Denver Republican, a paper wnich
ia by no means prejudiced against corpora! Ion or the
individual holders of great wea.th. The Rt publican

ays:
The three big life insurance companies of
York, the New York Ufe, the Mutual Life and the

Kquit-ble-

Delegate

Congress Finds Much Correspondence on Return.

creature whom some bnrd of old
Would choose to praise in choicest rhyme.
Alas! oh, youth; could you behold

TALKS

0

to

ABOUT

THE EASTERN

My store will be closed Friday at

W. II.

Andrews, delegate to

6 o'clock p. m. and remain closed

from New Mexico, ha returned to the territory after an absence of several months. The sena-

until Saturday, at 6 o'clock p. m.

This se,f same gill at breakfast time.

Stnator

For smiles cannot endure for aye,
And e'en complexions sometimes fade,
And wavy tresses will not stay
In place without some proper aid.
The dancing linhts a wondrous spell
May weave nt midnight's mystic chime,
Illusions vanish, truth to tell,
Most ruthlessly at breakfast time.

,

congress

tor spent esterday at the northern
New Mexico lair "! arrived here last
night.
This aft noon the senator was
found at In office in the N. T. Armljo
building, villi his secretary, W, A.
l up to his elbows
Mayer, rn
In let
ters, bills, ami all kinds of correspond
ence, him h us delegates to congress
are usually recipient of, the accumula
tion for the time he was east.
Senator Andrews says that ne is
still pi
of the
Albuquerque
Kastern ami that the road will soon
be built. Work on it will be resumed
right awiiy. The contractors, who
were detained in the east to complete
Jobs already in progress when the con
tract for the Kastern was let, will be
here within a few days. They will be
gladly received and the people will be
glad when they aie gone. The road
will then have been finished.
While in the east Senator Andrews
divided his time between New York,
Washing! on and I'lttsburg, dropping
down to Chicago only occasionally. He
was In Washington a few days prior
to leaving fur New Mexico, looking
aner matters or state. He will be In
Albuquerque several days.

M. MANDELL,
Fine Clothing and Furnishings

:

PATRIOTISM'S

.

WORK

IN TIMES OF PEACE

It is evident that there Is some great movement on
foot in the Mojave river valley as a great acreage has
been gobbled up by parties during the past eighteen
months. These lands carry with them water rights to
the flow of the Mojave river. Whether the water is tlit
thing that is desired or whether the land is also needed
1n conjunction is a question that seems to be yet. unset
tied and unknown to the general public. At one time the
water of this stream was talked of for the purpose of
creating a water Fiipply for the City of Los Angeles, but
now that Ixs Angeles has practically secured the waters
of Owens river, there seems no reason for still clinging
to that Idea. Needles Eye.

"Patriotism Is the strongest in the western and mid
dle states," says a United States officer In charge of a
naval recruiting station. "Those states give us by far
the largest proportion of recruits."
Te be patriot, then, one must Join the army or navy,
The man who serves six years Is a better patriot than
the man who serves three years.
The section of the
country that furnishes the most recruits Is the most pat
riotic. The patriotism of a country is measured, then,
by the ease with which recruits aro obtained for the
army and navy.
What arrant nonsense this is! What utter lnappre- clation of the true meaning of patriotism! What a false
standard it sets up by which the worth of citizenship is
to be tested!
The need of the nation at present Is not for soldiers
to be in readiness to fight in possible but improbab.e
wars. It is for men who will fight in the battles ot
peace. The greatest enemy of the United States is not
from without, but from within.
The nation, the states, the cities and the towns are
all waging contests with forces which are undermining
the life of the state. These aro contests between civic
righteousness and civic dishoncr; between manhood and
honesty on the one hand and greed and corruption on
the other. These are mighty contest which try the
courage of the bravest hearts and the faith of the most
hopeful souls.
It lakes patriotism ot a high character to fight these
battles. Hut It Is this kind of patriotism that the country
needs. It is this kind of patriotism that the country
must have if the forces of light are to conquer the forces
Without it the repub.ie is doomed. With
of darkness.
it the victory Is sure.
if:

SELECTIONS MADE FROM
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST

CARNIVAL, AMUSEMENTS
The following is a calm and candid utterance on the
mutter nf a carnival nicht saturnalia, taken from the
Vegas Optic:
.
The Albuquerque Citizen objects to the carniva
night which has coma to be an established feature of the
close of the territorial fair. Indeed, the carnival has in
recent years grown almost to the proportions of an "in
Btltution" without which no week of sports In an Amerl
can city Is considered complete. The objections of The
Citizen, however, are well taken and the Optic hopes that
bo far as Las Vegas Is concerned, the evils which have
erown to such serious proportions in connection with the
Albuquerque fair will be vigorously checked before they
have gained the tolerance of the people of Las Vegas
It cannot be denied that the lleberty of masking on
the streets on gala nights Is perverted Into a license by
the rough and tough element which frequent any com- munlty on festival occasions. The
and
younger people of the community who enter into
the harmless amusements of carnival nights are consequently subjected to Insults and abuse at the hands of
those who would he summarily dealt with under normal
conditions. It is this danger which should be most
guarded against and unless this can be properly
done, all masking and attendant form of celebration
should be abolished.

PORTLAND

DAY

0

0

o o o
Who takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be bad by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

JEPTEMBLR 30
Bottled In Bond.

BIGGEST
DAY
AT LEWIS AND
CLARK EXPOSITION IS EXPECT
ED WHEN THE HOME CITY

0

The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

COP--

Portland, Ore.. Sept. 28.
Distillers,
30 will be the biggest dav of the
FRANKFORT, KY.
entire Lewis and Clark pxnosition.
The people from the home city and a
great many from nearby towns as
MELINI & EAKIN
well, will turn out in great numbers on
that day and it Is expected that the
Sole Agents.
attendance will break all records, exAlbuquerque, N. M.
ceeding even that of the Fourth of
July, when the turnstiles registered
Automatic Phone, 199.
53.708 visitors.
September 30 is regarded as an es
pecially fitting date for the hie cel
ebration, following as it does, imme
diately upon the close of the stock ooooooocoooooooooooooooo
O. DINSDALE
show, which will be held from the IMth
to the Z'.uh. inclusive.
A majority of the stores and other
business houses of Portland will close
for the day in order to give their emBoarding Horses a Specialty
ployes an opportunity to attend the OOOOOOOC
lOOC'JOOOOOOOOOOOOCO
celebration. There will be no formal
exercises, hut the day will be made
WHERE TO DINE WELL
one of general merrymaking.' Every
visitor will be presented with a cou- SANTA FE RESTAURANT
pon which w ill entitle him to a chance
MEALS AT ALL, HOURS. Quirk
for a valuable prize. In the evening time, good service,
at reasonable
be
there will
the biggest display of prices. The nearest place In Albuquerque
to Santa Fe depot. Open
nreworhs ever shown In the west.
The rtnv of tho homo fit
day and night. Bar in connection.
position always has been its best dav.! LYNN, HAVEN BAY, and BLUE
At St. Louis it was 404,450: at Puf- - POINT OYSTERS In any style. First
falo, 102,424, and at Omaha, 98,845. street and Silver avenue, opposite deWhile each of these cities exceeds in pot. Meal tickets, 21 meals for $5.
population that of the exposition city
of 11105, it Is predicted that the at
tendance on Portland day will reach
00,0110,
while some estimates even
Movin
Drayin'
Shippin'
place it at 100,000.
FREIGHIIV

,

114 West Copper Avenue.

hisht

("EMPRESS."
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BAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS
CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HARSPRING WAGONS,
at
NESS and SADDLES,
SAVING PRICES.
MONEY
Everybody welcome to look
through our threy-floo- r

J. KORBER

& CO.,

Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st St. & Copper Ave.

LIVER
STABLE:

HIGHLAND

Good for Lower Pecos.
The foreign bondholders of the Pecos Irrigation company have agreed to the sale to the federal government
of the company's big irrigation system in Eddy county
upon the terms suggested by the United States reclamation service. What is more, not a single farmer or other
land owner In the lower Pecos valley has refused to take
stock In the association, which Is a condition of affairs
unheard of before in the history of the reclamation serv
ice for there always have been some under other projects who have refused to subscribe or have failed to HUBBELL DEPUTY
INDICTED
agree with the reclamation service. This augurs well
You have us once, you'll
FOR
valley
CARRYING A WEAPON
to which the
for the future of the lower Pecos
again.
Prices right;
call
nniiuttnn nt .iifflntont writer i it trrtiMito ita lirnuil nvmitme
gougln'.
no
I
there
ain't
()f ft.rtne lands Is of vital, yea paramount Importance. ED. HICKOX LANDED IN TEMPOR
irrigation
projects
completion
in
ARY
The
of the three
the
COUNTY JAIL BY SHERIFF
By the Albuquerque Transfer Men
ARMIJO AND THE GRAND JURY
lower Pecos valley by the government will mean a rapid
TAKES UP CASE.
increase In population and wealth. New Mexican.
Another complication was added to mKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOCOOO
Graceful Apology,
the sheriff squabble last night when
O. F. PLATT,
Through an lnadvertance the record of Captain Ed Sheriff Perfecto Armijo arrested Ed.
cleaner and dyer. LaThe
real
HicUox
weapon
carrying
for
a
write-udeadly
munds was omitted from the
of the base ball
firve
gentlemen's
dies'
and
Ilickox
jail.
in
and
landed
him
has
players which appears today in The Optic souvenir ?ll
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
been
serving
as
a
T.
deputy
S.
under
tion. The Optic reporter who handled the matter hap
lace curtains, etc, 509 Hen-driHubhell and it is said he has been
Puiied to meet all tie o her player. in a bunch just as guarding the
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,
at
ollice
Colonization of lands' in the southwest is to receive they were leaving for Albuquerque. Edmunds got away night.
296-2- .
from the railroads reaching that section the greatest at- without being
OOCXDOOOCOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOO
Armijo met Ilickox in old town earseen.and as It was desired to secure his
tention ever accorded the Biibject, says the Las Vegas former base bail
record, a space was reserved until his ly last evening ami walking up to
Optic. The executive committee of the Western Passen- return. Unfortunately the matter was overlooked and him, demanded to know if he had a
ger association the other day arranged to run cheap home the heady captain's name does not appear In the Illus gun. Mickox replied that he had and
Good tea, good coffee, best
seekers' excursions in October, November and December trated write up. It may be said here that Edmunds Is he was paid $5 a day for carrying it.
Before
deputy
r,
knew
baking-powdeto
follow
the
what had
and
these with cheap colonist rates in January the most reliable batter on the team. He Is a place hit
best flavoring
and February to accommodate those who desire to come ter of unusual ability and can be almost absolutely de happened Armijo had taken the gun
away
was
him
from
and he
marched extracts, best spices, pure soda,
to this section to remain. The minimum selling rates pended upon in a pinch for a safe hit. . He has handled to
temporary county Jail where
from Chicago will be $16.50 for the round trip and the the team skillfully in the field and no little credit for he the
was stored away for the time be- Rt fair prices and moneyback.
rates will be in effect to all points In Texas, New Mexico, the long string of victories is due to the captain. Daily ing.
Arizona, Indian Territory, Arkansas and Nebraska. The Optic.
Today the grand jury took up the
Schilling's Best, at youi
f
home seekers' rates will be
of the one way rate
rase of Hickox and returned au inplus $2, and the excursions will be run on the first and
against tim for carrying a grocer's.
dictment
It Wat Magnanimous.
concealed weapon. He will now have
third Tuesdays in October, November and December. The
glad
to see that Las Vegas magnanimously tc stand trial upon this charge and
is
Katon
colonist rates for the first and third Tuesdays in January
furnishes the fair queen for Albuquerque's carnival and may find himself In serious trouble. JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
and February will be 75 per cent of the one-warates.
It is
known whether he wid be
For these occasions it would pay Albuquerque to get out grand ball. We congratulate Albuquerque on this and hailed not
out by his friends or not, but
on
neighbor.
is
spirit
of
Its
also
its
fairness
to
This
Carries the United States mail;
some attractive advertising, getting forth the advantages
up to late this afternoon he was still
Vet we art In jali.
really loving thy neighbors as thyself.
only line with a change of stock en
of her tributary territory.
prouder for Las Vegas, who is Katon's half sister, whilt
If Armijo is sheriff ho has a right route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
leaves Alhuquerque every Monday,
only
Albuquerque
is
a
cousin,
only
wish
and
to
tender
to
at' est anyone carrying a concealed rig
The board of supervisors of Yavapai county have
rejoicings
our
young
they
lady
popular
a
that
have
such
as tl.' s'.oriff is the only man Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. in. For
weapo.i,
given a franchise of fifty years to N. W. Tarr for the
power to deputize a man particulars, address W. L. Trimble A
having
purpose of constructing and maintaining a telegraph sys- in Las Vegas as Miss Ilfeld proves to bo and her face to cai vthe
Co., agents
weapon.
a
mn
m
li. lil.OCK i
tem. It Is thought that the system will connect with in the prints show her to be a handsome young woman
egas
on
all
is
properly
complimented
by
and
Las
tins
the long distance system of this county and on to San the recognition the Albuquerque public tendered.
POSTOFFICES
IHANGES
GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE PLANRaton
Iternardino and Los Angeles. The telephone system of Range,
ING MILL
In
is
connection with those of Tucson and th
Prescott
When you want any mill work done.
Is a list of new post
following
The
building of this line will connect the whole territory in
We don't keep you waiting. .We get
ollices established:
Have Too Much Water.
one system. Kingman Miner.
out your work promptly. Our motto:
Cast
county
Wil
Blanca,
Valencia
Some people from the east might not believe it, but
"No work, no pay we all work."
liani I'aisano, postmaster.
Las Vegas certainly has the sympathy of Allmiiuer two citieis of Uoswell are planning to put tiling in their
GUa Grant county Ida R. Lyons.
land to drain the surplus water. Who would have
MERCHANT TAILORING
que in the f:ict that the first day of the fair was .spoil
Torreon, Torrance county Juan ('
ii a lew years ago?.
But such is the case. II.
la ramiilo.
by rain. This city has not forgotten a year ago. when
lay lor, Coltax county John C. Tay UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
the whole fair here was well nigh a failure because of Harnett and George M. Slaughter have each bought a
mi.e of cement tiling from A. L. W. Nilsson and will have lor.
RAILROAD
rains and washouts.
AVENUE, O. BAM
it put in their land east of town, at once. They believe
Gascon, Mora county Marry I
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Cutler.
fanning
results will be secured by thus diaininu
The New Mexican declares the Joint statehoo, con littler
suilii' W. Roll appointed at May- My merchant tailoring shop Is upof the ground oast of town; an, as
ventlou here, I In? other day a ,, fizzle." f course, the New the
hil Otero count v, ice John l. M
stairs over No. 2uil West Railroad avenothing
is
good
too
for
Uoswell
valley
the
Pecos
and
Mexican. whih was not here, knows more about th
Coll. e.
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
they are going to try il Uoswell Record.
affair than both o the local dailies, which were here.
the puhlic. All work guaranteed
Five Millions to Charity.
as I have had fifteen years' exLoudon, Si pt. L'S. The will of Bar perience in the business. Suits made
Uncle Sam's Way.
Poland will have thirty six members in the new Kit?
The withdrawal by the general land ollice of t In- on Nathaniel Rothschild, who died in to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
slan assembly. This small representation can contro
recently, was admitted to pro repaired. The specific I use will not
nothing, but it can at least give voice to the manifoli lands along the southern canal from entry under Vienna
bate here and has been accepted by Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
'he ties, rt land act indicates that the lower valley lands all
grievances of iis
people.
eoueerued. The baron bequeathed also cleaned and walking skirts made
suscept iblo of Irrigation from the w aters of the canal over $:,.(ino,uui) to chnilty,
chiefly de to order. Give me a trial.
be
preserved for the benefit of actual settlers and voted to the relief of sufferers from
are to
Japanese agents are. at Pittsburg buying all sort
O. BAMBINI.
If a man wants a piece of land under this ( hrouie ami Incurable diseases.
or iron matt rial for Japan's new railroad enterprises residents.
He
Nippon is at work, and no longer grlewn,.' over the fail government project, lie must make It his home. The bit Il:i4.;i73 to the charitable institu There are other WRITING IN SIGHT
timis of Vienna. The will directs the
TYl'KWKITKHS,
speculator will have to step to one side. Carlsbad
ule to collect indemnity.
Hut the I.. C. SMITH HK03. by FAR
executors to continue all pensions.
excels them all. Then It has a TAB-A gnnt batt e Is on at Philadelphia between the reNegroes on Statehood Question.
LA TO It and MIM KOGKAPH attachSome Old Timers.
formers under Mayor Weaver and the regulars, who
,
t '! iiHilo-ement, without extra charge.
I. T
HSH.
The
very
have been
much discredited lately.
r.i lowing are the old timers who will ride In the
N. W. Alger,
Suffrage League of the Indian
general agent, 124 South Walter St.
stage coach of the Santa I'e wi'h Judge Stephen Booth Terriinry, met he.e tod.iy for the
San Juan ci unty. New Mexico, says the Durante :n the representation of Cities on the Santa Fe trail:
the statehood
nf considering
Democrat, is tin Ivletl of tlirt soui h w i t
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Appl.
and I. T. lloskins, of the vintage of 1 S7S ; Dr. W. It. Tipton que-- ! :,iii and to give the colored vot-rs of the territory an opportunity to
snakes.
and Jefferson Ilaynolds, who came here In 1S7C; George Apr,
on the subject. W A N T V. 11 Boy with wheel. 20C West
vS themselves
W. Ward, who hails from 1S7S; W. II. Shupp, who dates
The attendance Is very large and the
Silver avenue.
,
Time to four cuttings of alfalfa a year and we may from 1S7"; and the oldest timer of them all, 1 O.
sentiment In favor of statehood is
market the forage on foot.
who came to Las Vegas In 1S52. Daily Optic.
very ( iithusiastic.
S!t5r!be for The Evening Cltlien
g
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New

only average MR per cent In dividends every year,
whli the savings banks of New York pay 3.4 per cent
to their depositors.
The presidents of each of these Insurance companies
riave been receiving linontm a year cash, and each of
them has been assisted by a large array of very costly-vicpresidents.
The New York savings banks are all managed by
boards or trustees who get no salary at ad.
8o far as known, the savings banks have never had
ny connection with trust companies or syndicates. They
handle more money than the life insurance companies
nd make all their investments in tne ordinary way, aim
yet they make net earnings nearly three times as large
as those reported by the life Insurance companies.
Why should this be so If the Insurance companies
re properly managed for the sole use and benefit of
the policy holders?
The treasurer of one of these companies, in giving
testimony before the investigating committee of the New
York legislature, the other day, set up the absurd plea
tbat their busin-s- s had lecome so large that they could
not find sufficient opportunities for investment without
going Into partnership with trust companies and syndicates of a speculative character.
Put how do the savings banks invest their larger
funds on a much more profitable basis without such
questionable aids?
The simple truth Is that the big Insurance companies
in question are honeycombed with the corruption of
Krart.
The high salaried presidents, vice presidents and other officials and directors share in the profits of the trust
companies and syndicates, and the policyholders foot
the bills and hold the bag.
Stringent legislation for the regulation and control
of the Insurance business must be enacted in every state
to cure this evil and to prevent Its recurrence.
In the meantime every insurance official who has
fcen guilt r of graft should be prosecuted for that crime
and also be made to pay back the money he has filched
from the policyholders.

Mexico's

New
like a queen;
At luncheon she
At dinner like an empress fair;
At night so smiling and serene
She seems an angel seated there
I
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FANNING
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HIS MOTHER'S BREAD,
He says,

But don't forget
the kind of

was always
SO LIGHT AND

WELL BAKED.
Well,

Stove or Range
used makes a
difference.

there is a knack
in making it,

His mother used
a Charter Oak.

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

RntoRinAIF

& CO..

R

117

Cold Ave.

iun-lovln- g

strin-Kentl-

Time, Labor
and Money

y

p

x

The caving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor mean ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best bs attained by
Installing a

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

one-hal-

I

w'ctTpe

Prices

In

Plain Figures S3Q and Up

Old stoves taken

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

THE McBRAIN

CO.,

205

old Ave.
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$
A

Nice Line of Unredeemed Tailor- -

Maae ana nign Knee uvercoais, ior
Sale Cheap, at

ROSEN FIELD, the Pawnbroker
"THE
The Largest

1

118 RAILROAD

MAN

YOU

I

CAN TRUST"

Establishment

Pawn-Brokin-

0

In

the Southwest.

2

NEXT TO ST. ELMO

AVENUE
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first-cdas-
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No-i-'r-

pur-po.-.- e

Kihl-i.erg-
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DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Uroadwav, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALDUQUEItUE.N. M.

AMBULANCE
Moving

Sick

or Injured.
or Nlg'nL

Prompt

the
Seilve

O. W.

STRONG'S SONS

For

Day

P, LOMMORI

& MATTEUCCi

Dealers In

Groceries, Flour, Hay
Grain and the Best
of Meats
IMPORTED GOODS

A SPECIALTY
Call at 624 West Tijeras Itoad.
Auto, 'phone, 109. Old 'phone, 276.

IT IS
BREAD
Automatic, 147 FLOUR.

EASY
WITH

MAKE
lo CLUB

GOOD

HOU81

Colo. Phone, 75.
NOTICE.
Best for Children.
Mothers, be careful of the health of
To Whom it May Concern: This is
to certify that Mr. Antonio Ortiz has your children.
Look out for coughs,

severad his connection with the under
signed. All outstanding company accounts will l.e collected and paid by the
ALIIl'Ql'KKQl'K CARRIAGE CO..
Successors to Ortiz & Co.

colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop
them in time One Minute Cough
Cure is the best remedy. Harmless
Contains no opiates.
and pleasant.
Sold by a l druggists.

IN

TOOK

MANY INDICTMENTS

.THE

GREAT SUCCESS

$150,000

ITOCR

Grand As a Result of the 25th
ritorial Fair According
Jury Has Returned Over
to Statistics.
One Hundred.

WORK

IS

ABOIT

Second Day Northern New
'
Mexico Fair Greeted
by Big Crowd.

Ter-

Territorial

SOME

COMPLETED

IMPORTANT

INSIDE

FACTS

Territorial fairs have been of Inestimable value to the city of Albuquerque. This benefit can be counted
The advertising the
In manv ways.
citv has received both at home and
abroad, by newspaper, letter and tourist as a result of the fairs could not
have been purchased at any price, but
the benefit more evident Is the benereceive In cash
fit the merchants
while these fairs have been going on.
Take the late fair as an example. It
would be difficult to ascertain the exact number of visitors in the city last
week or the amount of money each
spent, but a reasonable estimate will
show that the city is many thousands
of dollars better off than prior to the
That
twenty-fiftterritorial fair.
5.IMH)
people from the outside were in
the city last week would not be an exorbitant estimate of the crowd. That
each spent $2 a day for five days
would be very unreasonable, yet at
this figure, the city would be $5U,nin
to the good as the result of the fair.
One boarding house fed 2,700 people
during the week, and the rooms of
this house netted $12 per week each.
Every hotel and rooming house was
full the entire week and did well. One
merchant said that the fair visitors
of last week were more prosperous
than the visitors of any previous fair
and bought better goods. It would
not be unfair to say that each visitor
spent $5 a day during the week and
that the city is at least $150,000 better off as the result of the twenty-fiftterritorial fair.

The report of the territorial grand
jurv which has been In session the
pa"t two weeks. Is expected tomorrow
and not later than Saturday. According to rumors, the final report of the
jury will show that over one hundred
indictments have heen returned by
that liody while It has been in session,
which would seem that the coming
term of court will be a busy one.
There were rumors today that the
Jury would probably return a number
of "indictments against those women
who entered the saloons on last
night, if this report should
true bone sensations are sure
frove the result. There is a law
against women frequently saloons,
drinking In saloons, playing games,
or singing therein, but whether this
law would apply to those women who
entered the saloons for the purpose
of looking on, is probably a question
for the court to t.e;ermine.
Late yesterday afternoon the. Jury
returned another indictment against
William Wagner, a member of the
city police force, charging him with
an assault with a deadly weaHn. This
indictment is the result of an arrest
made by Wagner last winter In which
he was forced to use force before his
prisoner would submit to being arrested. It Is not thought the officer
will have any trouble In clearing him
self of the charge.
Milton V. Wilcox was arrested toreturned
day on an Indictment
against him. In which he Is charged
with obtaining money under false
pretenses.
The temporary Jail of Sheriff Arml-Jin old town is rapidly filling up
and now contains a number of prisoners who are awaiting trial at the coming term of court which opens on
Monday next.
Sat-unia-

PAQE FIVI

FLORAL PARADE

DUKE CITY MERCHANTS

REPORT WILL SHOW

Believed

EVENING CITIZEN.
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The Golden Rule Dry Goods Jo.

MARKETS
ME

MONEY

A

0001

THE BIQ STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Visit Out

Closing quotations Received by Levy
Bros., Correspondent for Logan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.

Amalgamated Copper
13!'
American Sugar
ALBL'QUtRQL'E DEFEATED 6 TO I Atchison, common
MH
1""
Atchison, pfd
Baltimore & Ohio
Special to The Citizen.
7Hfc
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Vegas, N. M., Sept. 2S Today Canadian Pacific
14'H
was the second day of the nort net n .Colorado Fuel & Iron
44't,
The weather 1s Colorado Southern, common .... 28
New Mexico fair.
protoday's
of
fine and the feature
Chicago, Great Western, com... 21';
gram was the big floral and trades dis- - c. & b
f83
morning,
which
play parade this
50
Krie common
city
The
hitch.
passed off without a
S2
Erie, first
is
everylody
is full of visitors and
154
Ixmisville & Nashville
having a good time. This afternoon Missouri Pacific
105
game
of
at Galllnas park the second
Metropolitan
125'4
was Mexican Central
tournament
ball
the base
24
of
played, with the Mcintosh Browns
New York Central
1494
this
Albuquerque, playing the Blues of
85
Norfolk
city. The game resulted In favor of Heading, common
121i
1.
Las Vegas by a score of 6 to
Pennsylvania
143t4
Kock Island, common
32
Las Vegas Defeats &anta Fe.
The chief feature of the opening Kepuhlic Iron & Steel, common.. 2'Sn
90H
day of the Northern New Mexico fair Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
687
was the ball game between Santa re Southern Pacific
and Las egas. The game was won St. Paul
36
by Ias Vegas in the ninth inning by Southern Railway
& Iron
Coal
Nti'4
a score of 3 to 1. In that inning the Tennessee
- f. a
nr.
nnlflA
.JO
muiii:
score wag tied 1 to 1, when a fumble T.i.
Union
Pacific,
common
131'
by the left fielder for Santa Ke allow
u. S. S., common
374
ed two runs. Fine weather marked V.
S. S pfd
104 4
the opening day of the fair.
Wabash, common
227i
Deming Next Meeting Place.
Wabash, pfd
The grand lodge of the Odd Fellows O. & W
5474
elected officers yesterday afternoon Greene Copper
25
as the next meetand chose
ing place. The officers elected were:
Provisions.
Grand master, W. W. Ogle, of
Chicago, Sept. 28. Closing prices:
deputy grand master, B. A.
Wheat September, S5'4c; DecemSleyster, of Albuquerque; grand war- ber,
85c.
den. Van T. Manville, Silver. City;
Corn September, BHic, December,
grand secretary, J. C. Spears, Gallup;
grand treasurer, John B. Hodgson,
Ooats September,
"TUc; DecemDeming; grand representative to sov- ber.
28e.
ereign lodge, W. E. Kelly, Socorro.
Pork September,
fir.; January
L. B. Prince Elected President.
$12.52Vfc.
Lard September, $7.22'; January,
The opening session of the Good
II
Roads convention was large attend $G.$2i4.
Ribs September, $S.ri7'i; January,
ed.
L. Bradford Prince, of
banta re, was elected president of ffi.So.
the Good Roads association of New
Chicago Live Stock.
Mexico.
The other ollicers elected
Chicago, Sept. 28. Cattle Receipts,
were: Frank Owen, of Santa Fe, secretary; and W. S. Strickler, of Albu 8. nun; market strong W H'c higher;
querque, treasurer. Albuquerque was Peeves, JS. , ;(fl u.r.O ; native cows. $3
decided on for the next p;ace of meet- 4.t;n; stockers and feeders, ,$2.4u(?f
ing.
4.3.1: Texans,
$3.30fff 4.4"; westerns,
..
The next nnnual meeting of the as 13 ft i.T.-Sheep Receipts, 25,000; market was
soclation will be held in Albuquer
que.
strong; sheep, $3 W 4.40; lambs, f 4.40

Section

Ready-to-We- ar

The Largest and Best
Assortment in the City

Ill;

NEW 8TYLES IN

Suits - Coats - Skirts
Waists - Furs - Sweaters

Petticoats

LONG

COAT

SUITS

$10.00 to $15.00

A very large and well selected

stock of assured styles, In
long coat effects. New and exclusive designs and materials,
comprising a wide range of colors.

V

THE

NEW

COATS

$7.50 to $50.00

Long and medium length coats, the very newest models, In
Broadcloths, Covert Cloths and Kersey Cloth.

"

SKIRTS

Ros-wel-

Walking and Dress Skirts

greatest variety; skirts from'2.50 to $40. No matter
what kind or size you want, we can please you.

In

liftin

FURS$5.00 to

$150.00 Each

For Mayflower Descendants.
Greatest line of Purs ever brought to the city. We would be
si
Poland Spiings, Me., Sept. 28. The
vieasea 10 nave you can ana iook over 'tnts beautiful line.
Maine society of Mayflower descend
If.
fi'A
ants in the state of Maine will be
the guests of Hiram Ricker and sons
Women's Waists, Sweaters and Petticoats In Great Assortat a banquet at the Poland Springs
ments and Variety.
house tonight. The Kicker brothers
and sisters are all members of the
TRAMP HELD IP FREIGHT
society and take great interest in it,
TRAIN FOR COLD WATCH Several distinguished members of the
society from New York and MassachuApparently the time has ariived setts will be present and will addicss
0
when the box car bum turns the ta- the banquet party.
bles on the freight train brakeman.
A story has just come out that a north TOWN !S INftSTED
0
GOVERNMENT CONTROL
end brakeman was held up for $6.50
MEANS HIGHER CHARGES
WITH VERY BAD BOYS
and his watch, by a man who was
Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 28. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
"Government control of railroad
stealing a ride. Brakeman Covey was
0
rates
would mean higher rates than
10.000; market stead v to 10c
the victim, and the job was done In
po
28. At
Sept.
Jeffersonvi.le,
lud..
are
higher;
possible
manage
private
under
steers,.
day
light,
broad
native
near Waldo, and the lice roll call in
5; southJeffersonville last ment," said James J. Hill, president ern steers, $2.503.50; southern
tramp who did It is still at largo.
0
cows,
night
gave
Capt.
Clegg
instructions
$1.75?)2.75.
of
a
Northern,
Great
speech
in
to
are show-Inthe
Is
cr the Fall
The stoiy
that Covey was
lsjys, no matter what their the farmers at Preston. Minn, the othall
that
Sheep
Receipts.
5,000;
his train looking for "hoes," ages
market
disobeying the laws of the er day. Continuing Mr. Hill said:
and Winter ....ion, new desteady; muttons, $4(fj'5; lambs, 5.25
when he came upon a man lying on state found
or
city
of
ordinances
tho
must
6.7.".;
range
"Your
an
main
adeare
two
needs
wethers, $ 1.2500; fed
his stomach In a freight car. "Where lie locked up, favors to be
signs
In
shown to quate market in which your products ewes, J3.7504.25.
are you going, Willie?" was the sa- none. At the time
returnhad
he
Just
may
a
opsold
be
price
at
fair
an
and
lute, and at "present arms," an ugly ed from a fire, caused by two boys
Closing Stock Quotations.
portunity to purchase those things
at full cock, was the quick lighting
throwing
matches
them
and
New York, Sept.
you
which
need
28. Ttchlson,
the
farm
does not
response, accompanied by the com- on an awning in
front of Samuel W. supply. There is one way in which Mf'i; Atchison, preferred, 105;
New
mand, I'Shell out:" Covey "shelled Taylor's saloon, 453
Spring street.
you may be helped, and that Is by les- York Central.
14SM-- ;
Pennsylvania, Offer to
out" his ready cash and his gojd
This, however, was not the only sening the cost of transportation.
supply you with anything In
143'h;
Southern
Pacific,
09;
nlon Pawatch, and then made a hurried exit cause that prompted Capt. Clegg to
"It is an easy prophesy becausg It cific, 132; Vnion i'aclfic, preferred, our line, at prices that are fair and
from the car. Ho went to the way Issue the order. During the services
Copper, 83'i; square, and we are now making
car where he aimed hlmseir with a at the First Presbyterian church Sun- Is a business fact that railroad rates !J5; Amalgamated
gun, but when he returned to the'ear, day morning the Rev. Dr. J. S. Howk In this country would decline more United States Steel, 37'4; United
And also a full line of
which had been the scene of the hold- was compelled to refer from his pul- slowly under government control than States Steel, preferred, 104.
by
fixed
if
who
intelligently
those
up, tho tramp had gone, and a corps pit to the annoyances
the members of
Spelter.
of secret service men have been look his congregation have been subjected manage railways.
0
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 28. Spelter,
"No public body should dare make
in ft for him ever since, without suc to by the acts of a number of
$12 Refrigerators
$9
$5.80.
finn,
reductions
as
sweeping
so
tnHi
those
cess.
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$6.75
boys, who gather about the have been made voluntarily by
Our prices are the lowest.
$8 China Tea Sets
during services and at other
$6
church
Is
right
the
WOMAN'S
It
and
.hc
dutv
of
NOTES
CUB
AFFAIRS 0 - THE LATE FELIPE
40c China Salad Bowls
times, using the vilest of language. It government to secure fair treatment
25c
was this more than Hit awning fire and to prevent ditt limlnatlons.
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
CHAVES IN PERFECT ORDER
0
The musical department of the per cent discount.
that caused the order to be made.
"The government cannot discriminate
Capt. Clegg said last night that one
25c
Avenge
305
Railroad
ports or placs. It woman's club will meet tomorrow af- - 75c Glass Berry Sets
between
2 o'clock.
20c
At a recent 35c Glass Water Pitchers
JOSE E. CHAVES, SON AND HEIR, of the greatest trials of the police must be Impartial.
Therefor
it ternoon at
0
$1.25
WILL CONTINUE TO PROTAGE board was that of attempting to han- would sooner or lat'er be ol.llgen to meeting of the club, an Invitation was $1.75 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
10 me nacners or tne city $4.50 Decorated Lamps
dle the boys of Jeffersonvi.le, who, to nr.inin n ,tiaianQ tariff
Th
BELEN SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
i..,
65c
all appearances, have started in to charge for the long haul would dis- - s?,hoJil8 aml ,he .University to attend $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
meetii-40c
of the club, and 50c Steam Egg Poachers
Jose E. Chaves, son and heir to the take the city. Nit 'ty per cent of the appear and ou
here
in Mm- - It "terary
Is hoped that many of them will $12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
estate of the late Felipe Chaves, of calls that are sent In at night are re- nesota would be the most heavily tarSouthwestern Electric & Construction Co.
avail themselves ot the opportunity,
Helen, is a guest at the Alvarado. Mr. quests for the police to drive boys iffed people in the world."
Chaves is stopping in the city just for away from different localities. Many
Mr. Hill touched on the Orient as as it is believed that the presence of
teachers will be of ultimate benethe day on business with his attor- arrests have been made and the urch- the future market of the wheat pro- the
ney, E. V. Chaves, and will leave to ins allowed to go on their own recog- ducing states of the United States. fit to all concerned.
Electrical Pumping Plants
The art program of September 22
night for New York, where he has a nizance until the next morning, Capt. He observed that the Panama canal,
.
Of Every Description
will
tomorrow-afternoongien
be
3:30
to
Clegg
be
dismissed
o'clock
said,
ami
at
then
brokerage business that demands his
while It might bo a worthy project,
with a tender reprimand.
Agents for the Crocker-Wheelwas an expensive toy, but one that
attention
"Big and little." said Capt. Clegg tnis country could afford. He derided
Mr. Chaves said this morning that
Dynamos and
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
last night, "I intend seeing the offic- wie argument that any great benefit
Motors.
the affairs of his father were found to ers
AND RAILROAD AVE.
FOURTH
8T.
over
Sherturn
hoodlums
to
these
IV
would accrue to the people from it.
be in perfect order, and that the husi
Store and Residence Wlr-lnif he does not see fit
Their Unceasing Work Keeps Us
ness of the estate is about settled"". He iff Pernett, and
a Specialty.
All
up
to
responsibility
will
the
them
lock
PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING MAStrong and Healthy.
will hold the old Chaves homesteifti
fully guaranteed.
work
presme.
THE
DUKE
with
him,
be
CITY
not
with
The
TERIALS, ETC. U. S. Indian School,
All the blood
In the body passes
and other property of the estate at ent practices must be broken up."
Agents for the celebrated
Hreen, Colorado, September 12, 1905. through the kidneys once every three
Helen In memory of bis father, and he
"Gyrofans."
Tea and Coffee Co.
See then
SKA LEI)
PROPOSALS,
endorsed minutes. The kidneys filter the blood.
will continue to support the school
in European Hotel Res"PROPOSALS FOR BUILDING MA- They work night and day. When'1
for girls at Helen established years MAN SHOT WHILE
lis West Silver Ave.,
taurant.
TERIALS, ETC.," and addressed to healthy they remove about 500 grains
ago by his father. This school Is un
A Complete Stock
We give tickets for the
TERRORIZING WOMEN the undersigned at Breen, Colorado, of impure matter dally; when under t.ie direct supervision of the count'
Piano Contest.
will be received at the Indian School healthy, some part of this Impure
Teas, Coffee, Extract
school superintendent
of Valencia
until two o'clock p. m., Monday, Oc- matter is left In the blood. This
county, but Mr. Chaves has arranged
Member
Spices
Baking
Powders.
and
National Elec28.
New London, Conn., Sept.
Ste tober 2, 1905, for furnishing and deliv- brings on many diseases and symp-tom- e
to set aside a certain sum each yea
trical Contractors' AsBUTTER and maO
pain in the back, headache,
to be at the command of the school phen M. Crocker, a member of a well ering at the school, as required dursociation.
We handle our own brands
k'lown New London fami'y, is at the ing the fiscal year ending June thir- nervousness, hot, dry skin, rheumasuperintendent for its suprv.rt
of Butter and can guaran216 SOUTH SECOND 8T.
In speaking of the plans his father hospital iu a serious "oiuiiiion an the tieth, 1906. about 396 yards excava- tism, gout, g:avel, disorder of the eyetee the freshness and good
pislol shot lecelved while tion; 2650 cu. ft. stone; 23 stone sills; sight and hearing, dizziness, irregular
Mr. reiull of u terrorizing
had laid for his leave-takinquality. All our highest
of 84,000 brick; S(4 sacks cement;
family
was
the
he
780
deheart,
debility
dropsy,
drowsiness,
gentleman
Chaves said that the old
grade of goods bear our own
In this yards lathing and plaster; 330 yards posits in the urine, etc. But if you
BindljfS
George
tnelr
home
at
In
had left his private vault
the Chaves
label and are guaranteed by
hour this morning.
painting; about 40,000 feet lumber. 46 keep the filters right you will have
home unlocked, probably the first time city in. un early
us.
the
night
to
went
Crocker
squares
iast
Late
roofing;
45
tin
windows,
your
kidneys.
no
with
trouble
0
years,
re
equally
in
and what was as
hou-c.Colo. Phonm Black 78
and when the door doors and frames; one lavatory, one
Nazario Alarld, of Cerrilloa Road,
The
Colorado
markable, was the fact that every Bindloss
Telephone
Co.
ring,
'n lopcusu to lis
closet; one urinal, etc., all as per list Santa Ke, N. M., says: "I wag conpaper and docuimrit was found undis- w..s openedpast
the servaut and met and specifications obtainable at the tinually buying medicine for my kidpushed
Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building.
turbed. Me had provided Tils own cof ho
Stelo
daughter,
Bindloss and her
school. Bidders will state specifically neys. None of the medicine I used
years previous to his Mrs.
fin several
an
speak
him
to
la. Their refusal to
In their bids the price of each article had tho slightest effect on my kidneys
death.
gered him, and lor several hours he to bo offered In their contract.
'Do you realize that you can get
All or backache, at least I was unable to
Mr. Chaves will visit his sister at
had them in a Hate of terror. Mis. articles so offered will be subject to notice any. When an attack of backmodern telephone service today for
Springs
en route
while
o
'
telephone
to
the
gel
what you are paying for Inferior serV""ra''
Mr Chaves wears: in ,h" Bindloss tried tollUa!,.inil or the poilt.u. rigid inspection. The right Is reserv- ache readied the virulent stage I was
bl.r
bU,nulon
vice?
reject
to
ed
anv
any
or
compelled
work
or
an
all
bids
to
top
hour
for
.
0
apel of lus coat a gold shield of tin ,
8. T. VANN, O. O.
fc
1):.,v,iut,j hvtm
part of any bid if deemed for the best until the spasm disappeared.
When
Seventh regiment National
Eyesight Specialist.
The only long
Mrs. Birdloss about 4 o clock this Interest of the service. Each bid must suffering from an at'ack I got Doan's
transmitters
Guard of New York.
and ieccivers; wall or desk sets; long
morning went to her husband's room be accompanied by a certified check Kidney Pills. The remedy soon ben- President of New Mexico Board of
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
Optometry.
and secured his revo.ver to protect or draft upon some United States de- efited mo in every way and removed
0
STEPS TAKEN TOWARD
rates.
herself. As she caine down stairs sliu pository or solvent national bank, every symptom of Kidney complaint.
First established optician In New
daughter,
beating
and made payable to the order of the Com- I heartily recommend Doan's Kldnev Mexico. Glasses lilted for poor Sight,
saw Croker
her
OPENING TERRACE ADDITION
in her nervousness the revolver which missioner of Indian Affairs, for at Pills."
headache and nervous strain.
off.
The
leapt 5 per cent of the amount of the
she held in her hand went
Ollice Hoom y, Whiting block. ApPlenty more proof like this from
GRADING OF LOTS WILL BEGIN bullet did not strike Ciocker, but the proposal, said check or draft to be Albuquei quo people.
pointments
Call at the
made at Vann's drug
OUR COAL YARD
ON MONDAY, MEN AND MULES siiol distrucu-from
the
his attention
lo pharmacy ami ask w hat their store.
forfeited to the United States In case
Is
chock
full of coal that will gladdca
DOING THE WORK.
Mrs.
lliudloss.
girl, and he turned oil
a bidder receiving a reward shall fall customers report.
your heart and warm your horn
muiitrmmmttiiMimtMmiamtmmamaimumam
of the to execute
In struggling for the
promptly
by
50
all
sale
satisfactory
For
dealers.
Price
a
when Its cold.
It is plain that the Terrace Addi- weapon, it was exploded, and tin; bul-- I
Fl.I your bins tarn
contarct In accordance with his bid: cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N.
next winter now and avoid the rusfc.
tion Improvement company means ,et entered
inl.ictiiig a otherwise to be returned to the bid- Y., sole agents for the United States.
body,
his
biiHiiess, and that that conveii ieiit wound that probably will cause his der.
0. W. Strong's Sons
LOOK
Bids accompanied by cash In
Remember the n.une Doan's and
block of land beuvc. u High strut and death. Crocker then bit the house
American Illock coal, the beet Cairo
of
lieu
no
conwill
take
other.
certified
check
be
not
tlu- I'nivcrsity and south of Kuilroud
STRONG I1I.OCK.
mined.
and went to his home, wheie he col- sidered. For further Information ap- taKe no other.
Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
54
avenue will suou be thrown upon the lapsed and was taken to the
heating coal. All sizes of hard
M. Peterson, Superintendply
to
Wm.
market ready for the home builder. Winn he recovered
ent, Breen, Colorado.
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen
WOOD
An advi rtii inent in today's Citizen 'this afternoon, he said two ttauips
Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Gre
neks the services of a man and wile shot him. Mr. and Mrs. Kindlons went
Mil) wood, $2.00 full load.
to do the cooking for a camp on i ho to the police tallun and told their
outskirts ot the city. This camp will ftory.
Eureka White Lima.
9
If sufficient lnduremnt offers
be the camp of a grading 'outfit emCOAL YARD.
HAHN'S
ployed at leveling down the kcul.s
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Ere-- h
wat.-and
an Tr.mt.
White.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phorv. 44
i.ud hil.s of the Terrace addition.
San
a liarhara Cemeteries.
Channel Cat Eih, Red Snapper,
M. 1'. Sianini. secretary of tiu- - comBlack, Barracuda and I'lounder. 1.Ij !Y
pany, purchased u dozen mules and
MONUMENTS.
Siiriuip and "SealsbJia" Ovs tradiity utensils from contractors do- Mer,
2
rafts;
Ufsa
B. H. ORIGGS &. CO.
,
N.
2"1
211
Second St., Roth I'houes.
ing work oa the Santa Fe
and
will be on the ground
this
.
I.c-igive
a
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r wt fnrn
series of Twenty
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r r frmut tmm Mmiai
The plow will be put m
n.nionow.
the ground on Monday.
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Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Linoleum, o
Curtains, Portieres and Draperies o

Special Prices
On the Following

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

half-grow- n

rail-vpy-

Albert Faber,

eAu-nue-

f

rs

s

1

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

er

09C0000fK)0CC000

-

V

e

,

I

blue-bloo-

O000v00000

tOOtOIOfOtOtOOfCX

a

l.

'

UNDERTAKERS

j

.f

ROBERT DROOT
ICpcrS Ac cau

cut-off-

10
The Pantatorium,
C.oihi-cleaned, j.reaj.e.1 and dyed.
See the window display of the H:o Q
All clothes called for and delivered. Grande
Woolen
Mills at the C.loi-eWest Silver avenue. Aulo paone store, then ask for those $3.50 wa.k-- !
1.
proprietor.
L.
Hoffman,
j
"Jl.
lng skirts.
J

1

Homo Restaurant

Fur particulars

and terms, apply

000C000000

at

thd otlite, :2,,2

00

S. 2d

S'.

American cooking; also all Mexican dishes a specialty. Snort orders.
Meals
at all hours. Old Town, !f1
fcouth of court house.
NICK FRANCO.

--

Progressive

PlhisMPmsicislts
First St. and Cold Ave.

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

ooooooo

L'otn Phones.

AN

KVKN1NQ

ALdlUQUEKQUK
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INVENTION

PREVENT TRAIN COLLISIONS
mo runs on one hand into the rails
and on the other into the rheostat,
which is a device mod to regit. ate the
volume of an electric current a sort
of a safety vahc. The rheostat is so
adjusted that the current is not of
sullleieiit power to pass it under ordTwo
locomotives
inary conditions.
eb ( l rifying the rails before and behind them approach each other on the

e

same track. When they get within a
certain distance which is regulated
by the trainmen
the rails will be
carrying twice the current for which
the device is Set. As a resu.t the electricity will force its way through the
rheostat on both locomotives and set
into action the safety signals. The
incandescent light before the engineer's eyes will glow dimly and as the
trains draw nearer to one another begin to blaze brilliantly; the electric
bell begins to tinkle and then to sound
furiously. If none of these warnings
is heeded the separate storage battery is drawn into action, energizes a
magnet and the metal grip plunges
out, engages with the air lever and
automatically turns on the brakes.
This happens on both trains and both
will be brought to a dead stop.
Actual tests were made on the Chesapeake Iieach railway out of Washington and engines heading for each
other at. full speed on tho same track
wort? stopped juio mile apart and at
other distances down to 350 feet. Full
crews and expert railway men and
electrical engineers were on the locomotives and the engines could have
l.een stopped by the engineers as soon
as the warning signals began to make
themselves felt to the eye and ear,
but the device was allowed to show
all it could do and mot all expectations entirely by stopping both trains
These
at the distance designated.
tests were made many times, covering
several weeks of time, and under all
kinds of weather conditions.
Since these testa were made an apparatus by which the return wire for
the device which runs between two
sets of tracks or alongside one set,
can be used for telegraphing or telephoning.
Special instruments are
used, which obviate completely all the
difficulties which might reasonably be
expected In telephoning from a noisy,
moving train.

one-quart-

THURSDAY, SEPT. 28,

THE JEWISH HIGH
FESTIVAL SEASON

WHICH WILL

Operations of railroad trains Is to
hp revolutionized liy thi use of a
owned by Kansas City men to pre
or roar end collisions. It
vent head-oIs the most important and far reaching Invention brought to light In years
and every engine equipped with It
will rarry In its cab what amounts to
an automatic engineer that will have
the power of detecting danger miles
ahead and which, should the regular
engineer fall to do, will put on tho
brakes and shut off the steam just as
If animated with human life.
Tho device is known as tho Horn Invention to prevent railroad accidents,
and American Signal company owns
tho patents. This company is controlled by Kansas City men, a syndicates having been formed some weeks
ago for that purpose, of which M. H.
Hudson if president and W. R. Doddridge, formerly general manager of
the Missouri Pacific railroad, is manager.
And more, too, tho patent also covers a device to enable passengers on
a moving train to telegraph or telephone to any given point or to any
other moving train. This has been
done tinder actual service conditions
and the conversation carried on with
the same degree of ease and comfort
as if the telephone were In an olflce
or home.
The Horn device consists of a
horse power dynamo placed
on the tender, and run by steam from
tho engine, a rheostat plnced In the
rah, a series of warning lights and a
bell before the engineer's eyes ami a
metal grip, actuated by a magnet,
wilier will let the air into the pipoB
nrd ston the train. If all the previous
signals have been Ignored. The Born
device is said to be the only one In
existence which does not depend upon
the human element. It is as automatic as a mouse trap. You set the device and the mechanism does the rest.
The engineer and fireman may be
asleep or dead, dispatchers may send
out wrong orders, conductors may Interpret directions erroneously. Any
one of these causes might cause head-oor rear end collisions under ordln-ar- d
conditions, but with the Born device properly set disasters will be impossible.
The current generated by the dyna

CITIZEN.

Friday evening the Jewish New
Year On 0(5 dawns. The Christian New
In with the coming
Year is
New
of the morning. Tho Jewish
Year Is born when the shadows of the
nlciit begin to fall.
During tho course of centutles the
exact hours which constitute a day
have become tangled up in the minds
of the races. So the Christian it is
from But;rise to sunrise, u day and a
night. To the Jew, It is from sunset
to sunset, a night ami a day. When
of the Hebrews
the great
wrote of the genesis of creation, when
light had como over a new bom
world, he said: "And tho evening and
the morning were the first day."
The New Year Is, in the Jewish calendar, t'ne year BiHUi, which numbers
tho years of this old planet, according to tho chronology of the Hible.
Friday evening is not only the beginning of the new year. It Is the beginning of a term of sacred holidays
In this city,
of the Jewish church.
brief evening services will bo "held,
preparatory to the mote elaborate
ceremonies of Saturday.
Tho day Ih called In Hebrew, Ilosh
Hoshana, which means the beginning
of the year.
law-give- r

1905,

WEST HAILROAD AVENUE

the Jews Is not
New Year's ' ,.y
uii which, it is to the
the Joyous
a iliiy for contrition
Christian. It
and repentance a d.iy upon wnlch, In
the olden time ie.nit, Hebrews of-- i
fered "repent :o e pi a er" and char-i- f
judgment.
Ity. It Is a d i
In all the n m; ih s and places of
worship whi re .li s live, they meet
;iis ot tho year and
and recount tl.
pray fervently tit forgiveness. The
ten days follow. n the new year are
devot Ions among
given up to the
I ho orthodox
The tenth Is the
Day of Atonete. nt. These ten days ar
nhseived by the renot now strii!
formed Jews .r Conservatives, as they
are called, li.it the orthodox Jews
attending the synakeep them rM-liygogues dall. hiving hare their sins
and praying for forgiveness. Uin
the Day of Atonement God is to aiant
forgiveness to ail who are truly contrite.
The Congi. aation Albert wi.l hold
services In the Temple and the exercises will be conducted by prominent
members of the congregation. Tho
services will commence Friday evening at 6 oMock p. in. and Saturday
morning at 8 o'clock.
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These cool mornings suggest
warm underwear; the subject of
underwear naturally suggests

The Globe Store
As the place to procure the best
made at prices asked for inferior
goods sold elsewhere.

Mentor Underwear

1

For ladies and children is the
most healthful as well as comrjr
"
i
fortable underwear
healthful
it.
because Mentor material is very
absorbent, taking up excessive
perspiration and keeping the
body uniformly warm comfort
M C9
able because it is soft, smooth
warm, and
Absolute fit no shrinking, and long
wear is guaranteed.
C

1

---

Sept. 27. Des Moines
team, champions of the Western lea- GIFTED CHI AGO 0PRAN0
gue, defeated the Milwaukee team,
AT ELKS' THEATRE TONIGHT
champions of the American association in the first of a series of five
post season games today, 5 to 3.
MRS. ESTELLA GILLETTE MOUL-TOIt H E
The score:
IN
CONCERT
0
TO APPEAR
!t
2
5
Des Moines
TONIGHT, ASSISTED BY MRS.
5
3
3
Milwaukee
0
MABEL STEVENS-HIMOE- .
Chappelle and Wo'.fe;
Datteries:
Hickey and Towne.
Mrs. Estella Gillette Moulton, the
gifted Chicago soprano, who ls to apNatlonal League.
R H
pear in a concert at the Elks' theater
At Chicago
7
9
tonight, assisted by Mrs. Mabel Ste- Chicago
3
2
Brooklyn
is regarded as one of the
K H
At Pittsburg
foremost concert singers of today.
3
12
Pittsburg
Mrs. Moulton has a beautiful soprano
5
10
New York
voice of rich quality, that lias won
You are urged to call at THE GLOBE STORE and examine
her the highest favor all over the
R H
At Cincinnati
10 14
country and the press has been lavCincinnati
these garments.
ish in Its praise in the cities in which
Boston
I...14 19
BRIGHT FUTURE
R H
ELIJAH DOWIE WILL
At St. Louis
she lias appeared.
0
s
In tonight's concert, Mrs. Moulton
St. Louis
C
11
will be assisted by Mrs. Mabel
FOR SILVER CITY
In gentlemen's furnishings we have just received a Special
VISIT EL PASO Philadelphia
of this city, who will soon
American League.
ner
leave for Chicago to continue
make of
R II
At Washington
study of piano under one of the lead6
Washington
ing
professors
States.
of
United
the
Mining Camps and Grant King of the Chosen Few to Be Cleevland
0 12
William Mcintosh, who knows Mr.
R H
At Philadelphia
and Mrs. Moulton very well, and who
County Filled With Mines
8
13
A Reincarnated Adam In
Detroit
has had the pleasure of Tieaiing her
7
7
Philadelphia
sing. Is great In his praise of her. For
Prospectors.
Bodies of Wamsutta muslin, bosoms of 2200 linen, perfect
and
R II
At New York
Mis New Paradise
some weeks recently, the gifted singer
11
7
St. Louis
were guests at the
her
and
husband
fitting, and guaranteed in every particular, or money refunded
5
2
New York
big
Mcintosh ranch In Torrance
H
R
At
Iloston
county.
THE TOWN IS PICKING UP FINELY
EVE HAS NOT BEEN NANED
regular $1.50 value.
2
6
Boston
If you miss tonight's concert you
0
0
Chicago
will miss a rare treat.
R H
Second Game
Silver City, N. M Is showing most
John Alexander Dowle,
4
I
Iloston
encouraging
VIRGINIA CALHOUN AS "RAMONA
manifestations of ac- - ed Elijah III, prophet of Zion, King of Chicago
9
15
0
tivity, according to Samuel B. Gil-t- h
living
Few.
an.i the onlv
r.hosen
0
lette, who returned recently from that' representative
FOOTBALL.
of Jesus Christ on
PLAY
AT
ELKS'
BEAUTIFUL
THIS
Bays me. i rau neram. Duiee earth, will shortiy be in El Paso.
0
0
OPERA HOUSE, SATURDAY, SEPUnderwear in all grades Union and Two Piece suits. We
ter and railroad building and general
At Ithaca
Word has been received in El Paso
5
development work in the surrounding that thp founder of Zlon Citv and the Cornell ..:
TEMBER 30.
make a specialty of Coat Shirts. Corliss, Coon & Co. quarter-size- d
camps is leaving Its impress on the rtilncnrnatorl Ivlllnh trill nflsa thrnnch Hamilton
0
place.
At Hanover
that city on his next trip to victoria
Collars, and Shields' Guaranteed Hats.
34
ine city is extremely lively, air. vtwYr
,hr ho will ho fnnnrt r Zlon- Dartmouth
Gillett said. "The new smelter is co,
0
Norwich
Tbe ..prophet.. will be acconipractically completed, and while it paniud , thlrty of hl8 foilower8 and
At Princeton
was not in operation when I was Were ln
41
wl
come over the Rock Ialan3 Princeton
a few days ago, I suppose that It is from ch,caso in a private car.
0
Villa Nova
running now The na. row gauge rmi
The party wiu leave E1 Paso over
that U being built from Silver City to the Mexlcan central to Torreon, THE OVERCONFIDENT AUTOMOBILE
Finos Altos is another element in the thence Tla the, Mexcan International
renewed life of the city.
On West Railroad Avenue.
" or ta size, the city is showing re- - to Trevlno. At the latter point they Down the grade to beat the llghtnln'
wl
tr,k th Mexlcan CeutraI agaln
Come the thunderln' express
markably encouraging Prospects The and
yietoria.
oc
At a hundred miies a minute.
city is in the center of a splendid dls- pork Eater,
Barl
eight-mulEr perhaps a leetle less,
e
loadSix
and
trlct.
teams
,
u
th ..prophet.B.. ln;entIon to With a locomotive injine
'th eilPpUe! f05,on
large
colony
a
found
Gonzales
the
Dig enough to haul a farm.
ull i.uo- Ul.m
i.au.a, ia uc
rnnrO, nonr Vlotnrla that
Vrln
Spout in steam and fire and cinders,
daily.
I
mllllneum near to hand, "vhere
THE DINING
Like it meant to do some harm.
"A number of citizens ate building. the "stink, put" reporters
as Dowle
The movement U away from the gulch the
CAR SERVICE
once called them in New York when To'rds a crossln", where a signboard
out
look
people
to
,he
Said
fer
'!,lt
?ttend'n
i"'"
Burnslde Is tearing down his building
anH Ilio '
rnrlf aurora tt'Ul Fer the locomotive, likely
on the lower side of town and Willi:
Vmilrl o K tr ot n rn Vmilrncr fart Vitir iir, be forever tarred.
To be movln' thereabout.
oe known as Eden Come a brassy, sassy whtzzer.
Tne cioIlv
the slope"
From the California Limited
be
Lookln' mighty fine an gay,
hl1"?11
Mr. Gillett said that he believed' ?'ty' ,Tlw
Log hook)
said
that
Bangln'
straight
actln'
ahead
and
Crant county would be well representcoupon
by
be
a
elooted
way.
pve
uv
right
wl
the
Like it owned
ed at the American Mining congress.
county is one of the most '"8 coi est of Pome enterprising newsue
me
only
will
iioi
ior
Course the whizzer seen tho sign
diversifie," mineral flelils In ilia world." ,l;rfues
frui;,
board,
said Mr. Gillet. "The district Is at the bidden
The rat.rh upon which the colony
4
But It didn't givadam.
beginning of a period of fresh ac'
It la pecullai that all of ua
tivity, interest is general, and the will be founded Is to cost $1,2UO,000, Jist because, by gosh, its habit
ala
payment
gold,
$1)0,000,
having
of
Harvey
Was to bang ahead and ram
should compliment the
miners will be sure to flock to El
Paso in largo numbers during the ready ben made to bind the deal. The Into anything before It,
System, and yet wo do. It's a
money
of
remainder
paid
the
be
must
Then to snort around and say:
congress.
Shortest and quickest lino from
habit, and we can't help it. I
'1
years.
he
within
three
Inhabitants of "Aw, come off! If you don't like It,
"With gold, copper, silver lead, zlne
Santa
Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Coloanysay
really
to
w111
am
ashamed
KlU'n
new
be
converts to the
S'pose you don't git In the way."
and Iron the district Is capable ot an"he
rado Springs, and all Colorado points.
'
worm over, rropnei
thing further, but I can't ab'"e
immense yield of mineral products.
f
I
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
Th' lnjineer, he Wowed his whistle,
(irant county has more iron than It D"wie will ru e.
stain. Tho dining car service
Blowed It for the crossln' there;
can handle. The Fierro and Hanover! ln tnl connect Km It was recently
all lines east and west Tlma aa quick
Is too
Limited
on
California
the
mines are making dally shipmeuts to "ateil that Josiah Smith, head of the Blowed it like old Gabr'ui's trumpet,
greeted
has
The
and rates as low as by othsr lines.
enthusiasm
that
good
to
be
true.
Mormon
church, was America's only
Till it sounded everywhere;
the Pueblo smelters.
the new play, "Kainona," Is almost unVST.
T.
K.
"The narrow gauge line to Tlnos '",l,e- - j "ls ls a mistake. Dowio Is But the whizzer kept on comin'.
PULLMAN
DINING
SLEEPERS,
precedented, yet not surprising conAnd the locomotive well.
Altos seems to promise a period of l"'le, king, czar, president and the
sidering the hold the book "llamona"
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
prosperity for that camp where many wllol,; cheese of the Zion church. His There wa'n't much remaining'
of Helen Hunt Jackson celebrity, from
' Mexico will be made early in
Uv tho whizzer but the smell.
CARS.
fortunes have been made and lost.!'1'1"
which the drama is taken, has bad upW. J. LAMPTON.
With cheaper transportation, it will U( lol"'r- wu
Here
on the public for years.
On all through trains. No tiresome
be iKssihle to haul low grade ores!w .
,"T7
lk,
hae that indefinable charm of atmosGot Off Cheap.
SANTA FE IS THE WAY
to tho Silver City mielter and treat "
delays at any station.
fpi-ri- t
intangible
evanescent
phere,
that
WAS
HURT BY A BOMB
He may well think, he has not off
them to advantage.
that,
of
romance
from
time
cheap, who, after having contracted
"In the ltuiro mountains there Is
For Illustrated advertising
matter
lias been connected with Calconstipation or Indigestion Is still able
also great activity. The mines are
or Information, address or apply to
to perfectly restore his health. Noth- ifornia of mission glory. And this is
yielding heavily, and every one is
ing will do this hut Dr. King's New the background upon w hich is painted
Life Pills. A quick, pleasant and cer one of the strongest most thrilling love
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A Denver, Colo.
tain cure for headache, constipation, stories of all time. Its tragic element
IN LOVE
DISAPPOINTMENT
etc., 2ic at all druggists: guaranteed. stirs ns profoundly and we are moved
A
I
to tears by the very pathos of the
A S. BARKEV. T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
CAUSES WOMAN'S SUICIDE
EXPERIENCE IN DIP
sweet touching story. A lesandro and
; '
'
I
PING MANY HORSES. Ifamona compel our sympathy and apWalter OTlrien, the cattle Inspec peal to our highest emotions by the
MRS. BEULAH CARR OF ROSWELL,
tor, who had been at work for a week, very strength of their love. "Ramona"
AND
MORPHINE
SWALLOWS
dipping San Miguel's famous herd of lias that appealing quality or it has
NOTE.
UNFINISHED
LEAVES
mangy horses In Sec Romero's vat on nothing. It touches all classes of peoThe Scenic Features, the Mining
the Conchos, came up Saturday even- ple, for It reaches to its innermost
Centers, the Commercial CitieSs,
A Roswell dispatch, dated Septeming to l.as Vegas and left for Allm- - cesses-- , the human heart, which in all
the Manufactories, the Smelting Insays:
ber
(iieriue Sunday night. Ho will return Is ol. im
terests, the Choicest Agricultural
the same. Throughout
Mrs. Iteuiah Carr committed suiWednesday morning to l.as Vegas !.ithe puce are the most delightful
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
cide here this afternixin by taking
and, after a couple of days in the touches of comedy imaginable so that
places, are all along or reached
passenger
morphine. A note was found in her
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
Fast
city, will resume the work.
most conveniently from the
the tragic element is balanced, while
of the World.
residence by officers. It was In her
at the same time the dignity of the
handwriting, but death came before
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
THE PLAZA AT SANTA FE
whole is
We are IndebtChicago, itoek Island & Pad tic Hallways. At Kennedy and Sauta
hhe could fluisia it. It read:
and
CLEANED OF WEEDS. ed to Missmaintained.
Virginia Calhoun, the giftN. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
"Ho.iwell, N M., Sept. 2.'. 1:10.
The Special oflicer In cliargp of the
Fe,
Plaza has been quite busy during the ed young actress who brings us "HaFe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
This Is to show that I took a lxtUo
liKina, wnli complete scenic equippast few days, cutting the grass,
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
of morphine to kill myself and nobody
ment and a company of excellent playis to blame for it. I took it because
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island Ai. Pacliic railthe walks and trimming t'ne ers
Many of the best parts of the state
admirably fitted for their parts.
way, via Torrance, N. M.
trees in the park, says the New Mexi I
in v sweetheart does not love mo, and
en-can be reached by no other railway.
nines are elaborate and in
I don't care to live
r
any longer If 1
Your business respectfully solicited.
Wu Ting Fans, former minister for can. It now presents a very pleasing ,. lie
oping and add to the general ex
Are you interested in Colorado?
.
..
t
V
can't be "
China to the I'niteil States, was one n I,,,..,.', ,.., n1,1111
111,11I.I00; (IJ llie .1
S. H. GRIM SHAW,
W. II. ANDREWS,
tllfu
Send three cents ln stamps for our
Miss Ca.houn assumes tint
Here the unflnlnhcd
letter ended. of the persons injured In a bomb - traveler who is looking for a comforta- cellence.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and (Ion. Mgr.
"Picturbook,
given
part
title
beautiful
illustrated
role.
has
the
She
starailway
0
Neighbor found her before Flie died, throwing outrage at the
ble and pleasant place to rest.
0
FRANK DIUERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
esque Colorado," to
much earnest study and has overlookbut could not revive her. The cor- - t ion In ivklnc. Wu Is now one of the
X
charming delineation
A. I GRIM SHAW,
J. P. I.YNG.
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Paoo Agt.
ed no .lei. ,11.
No Unpleasant Effects.
oner's verdict was suicide. Pho was leaders In the advunee movement in
Denver, Colo.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt. 0
J
If you ever took Pe Witt's Little is expec'ei at her hands. A feature
a tender liearted woman and many his native country
A GENERAL OFFICES
Early IUsrrs for biliousness or consti- of the play, a relic of the old Spanish
SANTA FE. N. M.
times had taken up su1,bci Iptlons hero
''Suffered duy and n n lit the torment pation you know what pill pleasure is. days, wil be the fascinating dances
to bury unfortunate who died w ithout
CZ
K
See the window display of the Ulo
of itcliini? idles. NothitiK helped me These famous little pills cleanse the and songs rendered with inimitable
It ilver and rid the system of all bile grace. ' Hamona" opens at K'.ks' op- Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
until 1 used IViau'a
Ointment.
cured me permanently." Hon. John without producing unpleasant effects. era house, Saturday night, September store, then ask for those $3.60 walk- SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN AND READ THE NEWS
IVES, THE FLORIST.
30.
ing skirts.
11. Garrett, Mayor, Girard, Ala.
Sold by all druggists.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
n
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TERRITORIAL TOPICS

Word from

Grandparents

generally

own

v

DUVAL IS GETTING
BETTER FROM PARALYSIS,
H. S. Duval, of the South see,
Santa Fe, who some time iiko (suffered
a stroke of paralysis, is Improving. an,li
getting along ns well as tan lie

p
X.

AS,

uv

can't see tb' sense
their

Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 208H
West (iold Avenue.

Joh Wie.

v

methods

applied

raisin' children

STORK

p

Sumpin' Good.
I know tiv sunipln' good I'm gnln' to
get
At gramma's house in winter time. 1
bet,
Fit I wuz there las' week, my nisi an"
mo,
Au' seen my gramma makin' It

:.L lAV

If

k

-

an'

gee,
The stuff smelt stood. When ma an'
me got there
My ma, she stuck her nose up In th'

'

u

-

J

pin

An' pinned a bib on ma and ma sailed in.
An' Maggie she's th' girl she hurried, too,
I tell you,
An' gramma helped.
peaches flew.
Ma says, "If I was you I wouldn't
take
Out any stones. I think they always
make
Gramma says,
Th' flavor better."

"That's

so,

But then yer father likes 'em out, you
know."
"Well, John does, too," says ma, "but
then I say
It's with 'em in ' er none. Oh, by the
way,
How'd th' berrv janeome out? Tried
it yet?"
"Not j ft." says gramma, "but I never

us-

VISITED HOME

S

j

telephone service to each stateroom.
A splendidly equipped gymnasium
has been provided so that daTly exercise may be had, there is a nursery
for children, trained nurses for ttie
sick, and electric and hydropathic
baths.
The Amerika is fiS7 feet long, having
a breadth of 74 feet six inches, and
her depth of 53 feet. Her displacement is 42,000 tons, while her gross
tonnage is about 23,000 tons, and when
loaded, she carries over 16,000 tons
of cargo. If the cargo of this vessel
were placed on freight cars standing end to end, these would extend
over a distance of ten miles.

REGENERATE THE ESKIMO?
ESKIMO

WEARING COATS OF REINDEER SKIN.

1.SELLKS

PRATT

v

jr

4

1..V

about.

f

AWj(

Erf!

OVER SURVEYS
IN SOCORRO COUNTY.
H. F. Duval, United Slates deputy

I

mineral surveyor, has returned to
Santa Fe from Socorro county, where
he has been looking over the corners
and monuments of "smallholding surveys" made some time ago by H. S.
Duval, I'nited States deputy surveyor
in Socorro county.
It is feared thMi
the recent Hoods and heavy rain
storms in that section had damaged
the corners and monuments of th
siuveys, but it was found that but little damage to them had occurred. In
the contract there were over 150
small holdings.

Professor Starr, of the University
of Chicago, has sailed for Africa to
study monkey talk. Folk who read
read some of the things said by the
University of Chicago professors will
hardly be able to understand why the
long trip is necessary.
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oiip reason

Thos. W. Law- son hasn't done any talking is that he
doesn't wish to interrupt the .New
York Life Insurance olllciais.
Mnvhu

HAD

NARROW

ESCAPE

SIMON CALLES FALLS TO BOT
TOM OF MAIN STREET CANYON,
SILVER CITY.

X-

-

X

X

X

500 fine.

Saturday, Sept. 30

X

X

And an Excellent
Company In

RAMONA

0000000004K

Om090909X90m09000

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

CO.

X

Tw0 Performances. Matinee
an'l Night.

The California romance, dramatized from Helen Hunt Jackson's
novel, (authorized by Little, Brown & Co., and C. H. Jackson, owners of copyright). A glorious love tale, set in Idyllic scenic environment. Special music.
PRICES: Evening and Matinee, $1. 75c and 50c.
Seats on sale at Matson's Thursday, September 28, 9 o'clock a. m.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

OILERS

0

We are prepared to furnish, on short notice, all sorts of
HIGH

PRESSUSE

BOILERS

Internally Fired Marine Type Boilers.
Cahall Water Tube Safety, and Return Tubular Boilers. Send us your
Specifications for Quotation.

X

The

LOANS
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

Hendrie

Mfg. and Supply Co.

Bolthoff

&

Seventeenth Street,

.1621-163- 9

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

COLORADO

DENVER,

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

MELINI & EAKIN,

pa.-ser- s,

!

ed.

Calks was able, Sunday, to be removed to Ins home, where he wi.l
for some time.
This i the third accident of the
kind, and should serve to call the attention of tin? c.ty otlicials to the dangerous shape f the arroyo. It has
been suggeMe.l, and properly, that
both sides of the gulch extending
through the town be fi.nced in in such
a manner as to prevent future accidents f a similar nature.
"Dtlp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
Letur cook with bate fas.

m

0

J

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet &
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Alhuquerque, New Mexico.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

WE GRIND OUR

LENSES

OWN

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.

7

Undertaking Company
All of the criminal eases were finished last week.
to Edwards & Fuehr
Stiecessors
GOVERNMENT REINDEER AT FORT CLARENCE.
The ca.--e of Pierce vs. Richardson
West
Railroad Avenue.
a
jury.
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 28. Whether mal's may be acquired. These terms was heard without
Day or Night
Court for the present term will be Ban 'Phones.
the whole Esgimo race of Alaska is provide that native herders may enter
being saved from extinction by the the service of the government or the adjourned on Monday.
introduction of Siberian reindeer by missionaries as herders, and after an
Citizen ads bring results.
the United States goevrnment is a apprenticeship of five years, may be
REDUCED PRICES
question which is this summer being loaned twenty-fivdeer with w'nich to
On
Dental
Work. Plates, $8.00;
extensively investigated
by F. C. start herds of their own. In addition
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
Churchill, a special agent sent to to the thirty-ninnatives who have
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
Alaska by Piesident Roosevelt. Upon completed such apprenticeships
but
50c. All guaranteed.
Mr. Churchill's
report will depend sixty-onothers are now serving their
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Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
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We give on our laundry work? Try it and see bow durable It la
Notice how long It keeps it finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.
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Simon Calles. of this city, had a
narrow escape from death Saturday
evening bv falling into a deep arroyo
extending down Main street, and as it
was nuftered a dislocai ion of the riyht
thigh, says the Si.ver City Indcpend
ent. Calles was walking along the
edge of tho arroyo in the vicinity of
the Warren residence, and the night
being dark and cloudy overhead, mis
judged the distance, lie fell over the
edge and dnwn the (mhankmeiit to
the bottom, a distance of about thirty
feet. His cries soon attracted the at
and he was taken
lenlion of
time after the acc:
nit a very
dei.t occurred, lie was then removed
to the Ladies' Ilosp.tal, where an ix
animation was made by Dr. (J. J
We:-lake,
the injury above
Mated, vviiieh was at once rtducei
The dislocation and a few cuts and
bruises were all the injuries sustain

0

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

TOT! A GRADI
at this term of court.
In the case of Kllsha Leslie, tried Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
on a Lincoln county indictment
for
of Imported Wines, Liquors
cattle stealing, the court overruled a Fine line
and Cigars. Place your ordera for
motion for a new trial and airest of
Judgment, and sentenced the defend- 213this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
ant to serve five years in the peniten
tiary, and to pay a fine of $.",on.
TRY OUR
In the case of Charles Drake, conAND SAUSAGES
victed of an assault with a gun on Dr. FRESH A MEATS
Specially Fine Line
Hyett, of the hospital at Alamagordo
last February, he was sentenced to one
UNION MARKET
year in the penitentiary and to pay a
tine of I .ioo. Conditional on good be
-Both Pbonea.
havior, the time sentence will be re- 207 W. Gold Avenue
payment
mitted on the actual
of the

UFA

TIiEATlE

VIRGHHIA CALHOUN

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C Haldridge'a Lumber yard.

COURT TERM ENDS
AT ALAMAGORDO
In the district court Monday after
noon Judge K. A. Mann pronounced
sentence on the prisoners convicted

.'A

Delivering the Mail.
Andrew Lang says there are sixty
words in the English language for
which no word that rhymes can be
found. If you wish to find the words
read Alfred Austin's poems.
Grover Cleveland has come out
firmly against woman suffrage. Grover
lone ago reached the itfint where it
doesn't make much difference who
votes.

JIV

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,

215-21-

v.m;.'-,-rKv-- :v

TCILKS
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RANKIN & CO.

LOOKED

.'ty,
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The Gifted Young Actress,

HAY DEN

A.

Sept. 2fith, at

O000040O00O 00000040000
X

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

LADY

.

Stevens-Himoe-

Sents on sale at Matson's Book Store, Tuesday,
o'clock. Prices 50 and 75 centts.

a

SEVERELY INJURED.
Miss Edith Craig, of Lone Mountain,
met with quite a severe accident Friday, says the Silver City Independent. Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
She was riding a horse from the ranch
Into Central, and when a short disFree Delivery.
tance from her destination, got off the Orders Solicited.
animal for the purpose of picking up
214 South Second Street.
a stick to use as a switch. She was
standing behind the animal, when he x x x x x x x x x x X
kicked her, striking her limb with
W.
such force as to break it In two places
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
and rendering her helpless. County
commissioner B. T. Link came along
In a shoit time, and took the young
Office and Factory
lady to the hospital at Fort Uayard,
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
where she Is now getting along as
Albuquerque, N. M.
comfortable as possible under the circumstances. It will some time, however, before she will be able to be Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 2CB.

WILL THE REINDEER IN ALASKA

x

Assisted by Mabel

W. Railroad Avenue.
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RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

28th, '05

Soprano

Mowlion,

Gil.e&&c

of Chicago.

Thos. h. Kelehcr

u
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NEWS ITEMS FROM THE
PIONEER BAKERY
CITY OF THE CROSSES
SIMON BAU.1NG. Proprietor.
.oilI
Dora Peacock, of the firm of
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
man & Peacock, returned from his WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
trip to Kansas last week. He brought
We desire patronage and we guarback with him one hundred Angora antee first class baking.
goats to add to the sheep and goats
207 S. First Street,
Albuquerque,
on their ranch.
Capt. W. R. Fall and wife arrived
from Columbus, N. M. last week, and
will reside In I.as Cruces permanentPAINTS,. OILS,. VARNISHES. AND
ly. The captain Is making preparaBRUSHES
tions to build a residence on his lots
ralmetto Roof Paint Slops all leaks.
west of the Baptist church.
One gallon Devoe'e Paint Covera
DEMING'S WATER WORKS
Three hundred square feet two coats.
NEARING COMPLETION.
Leather, Harness, Saddlea, Etc
Work on the city water works is
AVENUE
progressing satisfactorily and every- 409 WEST RAILROAD
thing Is being pushed to completion
1882
In
Established
as rapidly as possible. The well Is
nearing completion and work has
&
G.
been commenced on the hrick building for the engine and pump house.'
The engine, pump, and all machin- Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Itn
ery has arrived and Is being unloaded today. The standplpe and other
boden's Granite Flour.
material has been shipped and Is expected any day.

-

New York, Sept. 28. Seasick pas
sengers who have heretofore paid for
meals of which they could not partake, will welcome the restaurant
aboard the new Hamburg-Americagreyhound Amerika.
The Amerika, which Is soon to make
its maiden trip to this country, is the
biggest ship that the world has thus
far produced, having accommodations
for over 3.0(H) persons.
hlle the chief feature of the new
Bteamer is the restaurant where meals
will be served a la carte at all hours.
the Amerika is conspicuous for the
floiist's shop, that it has aboard, the
electric passenger elevators-a- nd
the

About th' jam. It always comes out
right.
Preserves were all right, too. Tried
some last night.
Decided
t' open any more
Till Christmas not another can before.
How many cans? Just fifty-sithis
year.
I needed more, but berries were too
dear."
An' by an' by. when all th' work is
through,
She says, "We'll leave th' cleanln' up
t' you
An" Maggie, little man."
An' little
man
That's me he always gets t' lick th'
pan.

JOE

HouseThursday, September
-- IJY-

ki riNwnpT.

prising president of the northern
fair, who has worked so hard
to ensure Its success, is ill in bed with
neuralgia.

air

An' laughed an' says, "I'm Just in
time, 1 guess."
An' gramma laughed real hard an'
then said, "Yfs."
An' ma took off 'er things an' went
right out
Gramma had
T' gramma's kitchen.
ahout
She took a
A million peaches there.

Elks Opera

j

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.

All

New-Mexic-

if

Grainidl CoimceirH

I

Masonic Uuilding, North Third Street.
The storv was a visitor Tuesday
Mrs.,
Rev.
and
of
night at the home
B. A. SLEYSTER
Chapelle sfreet,
.1. I,. Shively,
201
REAL,
INSL'RANCH,
ESTATE
Santa. I'e. and loft as its offering a
NOTARY PUBLIC.
bright baby boy. Mother and child are
doing nicely.
Room 5, Cromwell Itlock, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
COL. TWITCH ELL ILL
WITH NEURALGIA.
The Optic regrets very much to say
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
that Col. R. E. Twltchell. the enter-

V.

If

TRT7!TP.T

Meat Market

OF A MINISTER.

1

f

t' tlK'ir grandchildren.

THlPn

8EVEN.

AMUSEMENTS

1

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

AND ELEVATORS ABOARD
A

PAGE

N. PEACH & CO.

NURSERY, QUICK LUNCH

MOST ANYTHING

EVENING CITIZEN.

R171MM0

NhXT TO BANK OF
.

COMMERCE
.

203 W. Railroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

l'HUSOXAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair and warmer tonight; Friday
partly cloudy, with showers and cooler In the north portion.
last night from an extended eastern
trip.
Mrs. E. 0. Whit son. of the Whitson
Music company, wns a passenger for
Las Vegas this morning.
Mrs. K. Adair, of 8i2 South Arno
street, left this morning for a three
weeks' visit in the east.
Temp.e Albert Sabbath school opens Sunday morning at 1') o'clock. All
children are requested to be present.
Prof. Geo. S. Ramsay, of the Albuquerque Business College, is In I.as
Vegas taking iu the Northern New
Mexico fair.
A. n. McGiffey, (f the Horaldn,
company, returned last night
froiii a trip to the company's lumber
camp In the ZunI mountains.
Mrs. H. G. Whltcomb left this mor
ning for her home at Wichita, Kan
Has, after having been in Now Mexico
with her son, Forest Parker, since

that stands the racket with
plcntv of comfort thrown In. Made of
wear-d- t
f Ing leather, with good, stout
soles; built on lasts that aie natural,
neat and trim. If you can't come
yourself, send your boy to us. We w ill
fit him properly.

y

6

lb-

9

-

to

$1.25 to $1.65

12

12'2 to 2
2' a to 5!

$1.40 to $2.00
$1.65 to $2.25

2

May 6.
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GETTING BREAKFAST

ft

SJ

ii

With food preparations from F. F.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assurance that you are starting the day
rleht. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

r. r. TROTTER
ooooooooooooo

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

TIRED OF

YOU

ARE

If you are. let us know, and we will
be pleased to call and explain our
new. low rates for residence lighting.

SEE THE LIGHT

MAN-FOU-

AND

RTH

GOLD

AVE.

Finish off Fail
House Cleaning
with a coat of Heath & MIlHgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find it most satisfactory. Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.

7

C
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ALBUQUERQUE

Jf

LUMBER

First Street and Marquette

Furniture
Bargains..
"s

TpT

w

are now open for butlneM, with
a iew and second-hanline of furniture, at 114 8outh Fourth street. In
the Gleckler building.

ry
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IRVAN

& HAYGOOO.

CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND
PAIRING

RE- -

V
A

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Q

AYyt3iX
Cor. First Street and Tljera. Road

U

HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE
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PAINTING
CAHHIAUt

UU.

DIAMONDS

When borgbt right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We invite
you to coil and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES.

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mail orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

Joseph Perea, ceputy county trcas
urer and collector under Treasurer
Justo R. Annijo, returned last night
from a tojeurn of utveial weeks in
California.
Dr. E. M. Clayton and family have
left New Mexico for Tulsa, Indian
Territory, where the doctor will prac
tlce medicine. The Claytons were old
residents of Gallup.
There will be a meeting of the Brotherhood of St. 1 Viul ihU evening at
o'clock. Flection C olllcers ami
otlic important business will be in
oide--- .

Mrs. 13. B. Cutter, of San Francisco,
Is in the city. The lady is an aunt of
Dr. J. B Cutter, and she will visit the
doctor and Mrs Cutter for a few

weeks.

USING KEROSENE?

Miss Carrie N. Jones left the other
evening in return to her home at
Ocean Park, Cal., after a visit of five
months to her aunt, Mrs. H. P. Beach,
of this city.
John B. McKenna was Initiated Into
the local lodge of Elks: ut last nigut's
mealing.
Alter the ini'.iation ceremonies iunch was terved end delightful music rcnikrcc.
C. II. Gatchel, special agent for the
Germanla Fire Insurance company,
with headquarters at Los Angeles,
left for the north this morning, after
a few days' visit in the city.
Miss Bessie Baldridge and Kenneth
Baldridge will leave tonight for an
extended sojourn in California for the
benefit of the health, of Kenneth,, who
is convalescing Irom a severe attack
of typhoid fever.
C. G. Gilbert and wife, of Genosee,
111, and Mrs M. M. Gilbert and child
ren, of Fort Smith, Ark., are in the
city, en route to southern California.
They are taking in the sights of Al
buquerque today and will leave for
the west tonight.
All ladies wishing lo become mem
bers of tne Degree of Pocahontas, the
auxiliary to the Improved Order of
Red Men, are requested to attend a
meeting tonight iu Red Men's hall at
7:3U o'clock, when the roll of charter
members will be made up.
Dr. and Mrs. Chas. F. Smith, of
Farmington, Maine, who spent the
past Hummer
in Albuquerque, left
last night for the east. They expect
to return to Albuquerque within the
next year and locate here permanently, Mr. Smith having invested in real
estate In this city.
The New Mexican says: Mrs. W.
S. Hopewell and two sons and Mrs. J.
W. Zollars of Hillsboro, are In the
city on a visit They are occupying
the quarters of Mr. Hopewell on East
San Francisco Btreet. The ladles were
entertained this afternoon at lunch
eon by Mrs. J. W. Raynolds.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Matson delightfully entertained a small party ot
friends last night at their home on
Tijeras avenue in honor of Miss Mabel Fitch and Mr Roy McDonald,
whose engagement was recently announced. Cards were the feature of
the affair and the guests enjoyed a
very pleasant evening.
Special New Year services will be
held at Temple Albert Friday evening
at 8 p. in. and Saturday morning at lo
o'clock. A quartette in charge of
Krebs will render the music.
Rabbi Jacob II. Kaplan's sermons will
be: For Friday evening, "A New
Leaf;" for Saturday morning, "A New
Life." Evedybody is welcome.
Tuesday evening Mr. and Mrs. E. II.
Harsch entertained a party of friends

Our 25c "Black Cat" stockings for
women are splendid values. Compare
them with the grade you have been
getting soniewhe, e else, and we are
sure you will find it to your advantage
to give them a trial. All black, or
with white Teet, plain or ribbed. C.
May's hoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

CROSSINGS

The city ordinance, which makes It
a penalty for any yardmaster, switchman or other trainman to allow any
cars to remain on a railroad crossing
for more than five minutes unless It
is In case of accident or fatality, Is
to be rigidly enforced hereafter.
This ruling was made this morning
in police court by Judge Crawford,
after he had fined NlgTit Yardmaster
H. L. Brumbaugh, of the Santa Fe,
$10 for negligence on his part In allowing a string of cars to blockade the
Railroad avenue crossing last night
for more than twenty minutes, much
to the disgust and Inconvenience of
or thirty pedestrians
about twenty-fivresiding in the Highlands, and who
wished to get up town.
The court remitted the fine on the
r
promise that in the future the
would pay strict attention to
the ordinance. This nuisance has been
much In evidence of late and it is the
Intention of the court to see that It is
at once abated. Although on some occasions there Is an excuse, it Is more
often a case of either negligence or
stubbornness on the part of the train-

f
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MADE PICCALILLI
AND
SARATOGA CHIPS,
AT

HOME

who was deputy disa few years ago, is
now In charge of the accounting de-

" -

$3.00 to $6.50
2.50 to 5.50
Durable School Suits,
Young Mens Suits, $7.50, $10, $12 and $15
Two pairs of Pants with $4.50 School Suits.
122 South
Second Street E. L.

WASHBURN CO.

I

GENERAL

MANAGER'S SPECIAL

WILL

General Manager Hurley's special
was expected to arrive at 5
o'clock this afternoon. Mr. Hurley and
the following other Santa Fe officials
are on an inspection trip of the western lines of the road: General Superintendent K. J. Parker, Mechanical
Superintendent C. M. Taylor. Consult
ing Engineer F. M. Bisbee, Assist Passenger and Freight Agent F. B.
Houghton, District Freight and Passenger Agent W. R. Prown, Division
Superintendent Chas. Russell. Trainmaster W. V. MrCon.iitk. and Wm.
Colliion, ktenographt-- for Mr. Hurley
and W S. I. Barron, stenographer
for Mr. Parker.
They spect yesterday at Las Vegas
taking in the Northern New Mexico
fa, and have rpent the ei eater part
of today between the Meadow City
and Albuquerque.

i

SIMON STERN
The Railroad Avenue

Clothier

PLUMBING

1

-

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY

r

113 - M5 - ) 17 South

MERCHANTS c

JEWISH CITIZENS DO NOT
UPHOLD RABBI KAPLAN i
citizens j

Several prominent Jewish
last nlglit and this morning, voluntarily Informed The Citizen that they do
not sanction the vicious attack made
by Rabbi Kaplan upon the Protestant
ministers of this city, and some action
will be taken in the matter by Congregation Albert.
"The people of Albuquerque, Irrespective of creed, live in harmony,"
said one Jewish gentleman, "and we
oppose any kind of race hatred."

The only Short Order Lunch

A

Room in thcCity. Fine Coffee
a speedy.
2 6 S. Second St.
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poor cigars when good ones are
obtainable at the same price ia
a crime. At every price from 5
CIGARS
cents up
can be purchased here. This
stock Is made up of goods that 9
will certainly please. There's
something for every man ac- - 0
cording to his taste Imported,
Key West and Domestic Cigars Q
T
of excellent quality.
Try the High Life and Little Y
They're low a
Sultana cigar.
priced, but they're good.

Four
Track News, the great illustrated
monthly magazine ot travel and education. A quick seller. Very liberal
terms. Large profits. Agents wanted everywhere. White George H. Daniels, Publisher, 7 East Forty-seconstreet, New York, for full particulars.
d

Whitewash your chicken 7101130 with
Halm's Eureka white l'.me.

Fresh Cut Flowers.

$

IIS West RaUroad Ave.
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Now is the Time
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To get your Stove Work done bi'fore the rush. Quick
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

Burners; Mountain Oak and Gr.'at Western Heaters.
plete line in the city.

Meal,
John
Home Base
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Try a Wissj

We carry many
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MEAL, RANGES.
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clean-cu-
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quick MtAh
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who wants to make a

different sUes and styles to select from.

QUICK
QUICK

ri:taili
We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

For everybody
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Winchester
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West Railroad Avenue
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Proprietors

CHAS. F. MYERS.

167 South Second St.
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J. POST
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A

Tint Street J

THERE IS MONEY
In taking subscribtlons to The

IVES, THE FLORIST.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

ARRIVE AT FIVE O'CLOCK

train

III
119 West
Gold Avenue

NATHAN

and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sampl9 Rooms

a
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THIS would have been
good advice because he
KIM
njOtTH CO
would get Quality, Style and Fit at a moderate mice.
While he would have a choice of goods ranging iom $15 to
$40, he would be assured that the $15 suit would have as
much style to it as the high grade, better quality, $40 clothes.

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

4

-

ftlhie

Simoia SHerira!

f

son-in-la-

Get

Clotilhies o,f

partment of the Chicago Edison ElecZEIGER'S CAFE.
tric company. Chicago, and is reportY
ed doing nicely.
He is
V
of
Judge E. B. Field, general counsellor
you
HEN
buy
Oys- "Sealshipt"
of the Monon railway.
Mrs. R. J, Jobson, of Lake Valley, lutiiers, you get solid meat oysters.
N. M Is one of the fair visitors tarryfull of flavor, clean and fresh, and no
ing in the city.
water. Shipments received daily by
SAN JOSE MARKET.
J. F. Wlswell, mining and mechan- the
ical engineer, Is in the city on business and today met an old friend in
Hilly Sangulnette, w hom he knew here
twenty odd y ars ago when he (Wlswell) was an engineer on the old Atlantic & Pacific.
A coward, signing himself "A Reader and a Citizen," sends a communication to The Citizen on the Rabbi
Kaplan matter. He is aft aid to make
his identity known, hence bis Illiterate abuse has been consigned to the
waste basket.
All the Je.visn merchants of this
city w ill close their stores at 6 o'clock
tomorrow evening, and keep them
closed until Saturday evening at 6
o'clock.
George P. I.iarnard, of the music
Call
firm of Learnard & Lindemann, and
the piano tuner, H. Jay Stone, returned to the city this morning from
Gallup.

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

in the city.
Nobby Blouse Suits,

iSonii!

SAN

1

SIMP

Shakespeare,

first of the season.
JOSE MARKET.

OBSTEK.

W.

makes I'olonius say this to
his son. Good advice and
as we have no evidence that
l'oloniu.s was a tailor, we
don't believe he was advertising himself.
However,
nowadays, "costliness" does
not mean "quality," as I'olonius evidently implied.
Had he lived in I905 lie
would say:

men.

trict clerk here

1

u

old friend,

yard-maste-

AT LOWEST PRICES.

The largest stock to select from ever shown

"Costly ihy Apparel as
thy Ftuirse Will Bear"

ARRESTED AND FINED FOR VIOLATING FIVE MINUTE RULE.

y

28', 1905.

OPEN

H. L. BRUMBAUGH

YARDMASTER

public.
G. V. Crosby,

0

7

RAILROAD

enjoyable one. Nothing but tinware
was used on the table, tin knives and
forks, etc., which made the dinner
very unique,
II. B. Steward, fattier of John Steward, a well known Job printer of this
city, has arrived hero from Springer,
N M., where Inresided for many
years. But the other day Mr. Steward sold his home at Springer to the
Santa Fe railway company, as it
stood directly In the path of the new
roadbed which the company is laying
out in that town. If Mr. Steward ran
find a piece of property here which
suits hlni, he will make Albuquerque
his future home.
Robt. Dross, the expert accountant
Intends to give a series of lessons in
practical bookkeeping.
His ability to
do so is unquestionable and no doubt
a good many young men will avail
themselves of the opportunity thus
afforded to improve
their college
studies and their scientific knowledge
by
a few lessons in the practical
and
handling of accounts become efficient
and capable of keeping a set of books
to the satisfaction of any employer.
President Greer and Secretary Sel
lers, or the twenty-fiftannual terrl
torial falr,Nheld last week, are work
ing on the flnancia.1 report of the late
fair, and they hope to commence Rending out checks In payment of bills
will ca'l the executive
f a
traded for the twenty-fiftfair In a
few days, af'er wlilrh they will ca.i
the executlvi committee together and
fra.me some kind of a report to the
ron-the-

THURSDAY, 8EPT.
MUST KEEP

SWITCHMEN

-

W. ('. Hut man and family returned

Hoys will lip Ihijs, and It Is a problem to shoe tin' tn. We have the foot-in- r

CITIZEN.

at their home on South Broadway for
the celebration of their tin wedding
anniversary The affair was a very

LOCAL AND

Boy's Shoes

EVENING

Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester

Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Fistols, Studcbuker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

